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Abstract

Modern farming asks a farmer not only managing a larger size farm than
before, but also lots of documentation and decisions to produce agricultural
products environmental-friendly and to prove that they are safe to eat. There are
various restrictions and regulations such as specific production guidelines,
environmental compliance and GAP standards. In the agricultural information age,
farm management information system (FMIS) has been developed to help a farmer
in making correct decisions and keeping documents related to all his activities.
However, there are still serious obstacles to be solved before FMISs are
widely adopted by farmers. Most FMISs could not support all services because
they were developed for specific purposes such as environment monitoring, GISbased yield monitoring or field indexing, daily farming logs, food traceability
system, etc.. Diversity of structures and types of agricultural data has exposed the
lack of interoperability between different FMISs. The services in FMISs are
dedicated to certain hardware. Also, the system is expensive and too complicate to
use without specialized education.
This research was accomplished to develop an interoperable and scalable
platform for a FMIS named OFIS (Open Farm Information System) which support
virtual office where a farmer organizes his farming information and uses other
agricultural information provided by public domain.
I

There was a preliminary survey to evaluate the informatization status of
farmers and to draw strategies to develop OFIS in 2012. It revealed that farmers
were suffering technical problems in managing computers. For example, the
computer for FMIS was powered-off frequently to save electricity or unconsciously,
even though the FMIS should be executed 24/7.
Based on the result of the survey, conceptual and functional architectures were
designed for orchard farmers who need environmental data in his field and inside
of fruit storage room for improving tree management and keeping quality of the
harvested fruits. OFIS was conceptually designed as an integrated system for farm
management based on cloud computing technologies. In this concept, an OFIS for
a farm is executed in a single virtual machine. Therefore, OFIS can be scaled out
just adding virtual machines when the number of managed farms increases. Three
key components for interoperability of OFIS were an embedded system supporting
a standardized method to transfer agricultural data through the Internet, data
exchange platform to help with collecting data and sharing data for OFIS, and
external service environment to communicate with external service developed and
serviced by other service providers.
An embedded system which transfers agricultural data through the Internet
based on a standardized method was developed. Among various standards, Sensor
Observation Service (SOS) of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) was chosen as
a communication standard. The embedded system implemented three core
operations of SOS – GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, GetObservation – as a web
service. The power consumption of the embedded system was just 9~12W and the
response time was 1.27 sec / 30 obs.
The data exchange platform was developed as a combination of data
collection service and data sharing service. The data collection service collects data
from multi-type data sources like sensor networks at a farm and agricultural
information systems (AIS) supporting OpenAPI. Four AISs supporting OpenAPI
and one web page not supporting OpenAPI were analyzed. Based on the analysis, a
data processing model was defined and agricultural data collector was designed
and implemented. The data sharing service was developed to provide data of a farm
II

like basic farm information, sensor observations, and work history saved by
farmers. The data sharing interface was designed and implemented to access these
types of data using RESTful interface. The data consistency was 100%. Although
there was an error collecting data from the web page, it could be solved using
separated configurations.
The last component was OFIS external service environment to interact with
other system. The external service interface describes how to develop an extension
for OFIS. Using the interface, a service provider can provide a service through
OFIS. It meant that OFIS could support external and future functions for a farmer
and a service provider might focus on his core function not whole functions of
FMIS. There were four types of external services – data, model, view and
application. The external services were managed by OFIS service catalog.
OFIS architecture was designed to be scalable based on cloud computing
technologies. OFIS could interact with other system using three key components
which were developed and evaluated in this research. OFIS could handle OGS SOS
standard and four OpenAPI services and support external service. These
characteristics could add value to OFIS that users could utilize external or future
functions and varied information.

Keywords: Farm Management Information System, Agricultural Information
System, Interoperability, Cloud Technology, Agricultural Information
Student Number: 2011-31030
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background of Research
1.1.1. Changes of Agricultural Environment
Pesonen et al. (2014) argued that nowadays farmers around the world have
faced various pressures to crop production. It is beyond doubt that the main
pressure is economic pressure. Cheap agricultural products have been imported and
labor cost and price of resources have increased. Farmers should increase the
efficiency of their production. The second pressure is environmental pressure.
Sustainable agriculture has been emphasized and government and environmental
organizations put pressure to reduce agricultural chemicals which could cause
environmental harm. The third pressure is quality of product. Consumers are
worried about genetically modified crops and they want to eat safe food. With these
pressures, farmers should concerned lots of things like ecological footprint, labor
welfare, nutritional responsibility, animal welfare and so on.
These pressures have been embodied some restrictions and regulations such as
specific production guidelines, provisions for environmental compliance and GAP
standard. The GAP, which stands for Good Agricultural Practice, is a global
organization with a crucial objective: safe, sustainable agriculture worldwide. They
set voluntary standards for the certification of agricultural products around the
globe and more and more producers, suppliers and buyers are harmonizing their
certification standards to match (GAP, 2014). To follow these regulations and
standards, a farmer should make a correct decision and document all his activities.
This situation aggravates farmer’s work. Farmers might need an assistant like farm
management information system.

1.1.2. Low Informatization Level of Farmers
It is well known that a farmer is not familiar with computer things. There is a
key factor named information gap to estimate informatization level. It is defined as
a gap of information literacy, which is needed for socioeconomic activities. There
1

was a survey to investigate the information gap of farmers and fishermen.
According to the survey, their informatization level was the lowest (Yu and Lee,
2008).
This trend was not changed till lately. Oh et al. (2011) studied on reformation
of agricultural information with a survey of informatization level. The
informatization level of 134 farmers was too low to utilize information supported
by government agencies. And only 8.3% of farmers had experiences of electrical
commerce.
There was a time limitation to access information or to organize it. Some
farmers, who were interviewed, spoke out their problems to write farming diary.
They were too tired to record their works. It meant that they did not allocate their
time to organize information. According to Lawson et al. (2010), German farmers
spent an average of 18 hours per week on farm office activities, i.e. time at the
computer, for preparation of applications for area subsidy etc. as well as learning
new procedures, etc. The other countries’ time allocation ranges from 1 hour for
Greek farmers to 6 hours per week for Danish farmers. In Korea, it is necessary for
a farmer to allocate time for organizing information.
Most farmers did not utilize IT devices actively. According to a survey of
agricultural information delivery media, below 35% of farmers used the Internet to
access agricultural information (Lee, 2006). It was still low level, even it improved
from 4.8%, which was a ratio for a farmer to access agricultural information using
computer communication in 2000.
Although the farmer had a low informatization level and lack of skills to
handle IT devices, their attribute to accept IT technologies was high. Yu and Lee
(2008) analyzed farmers’ attribute to accept agricultural informatization. Although
they could not utilize computer to find proper information, they already knew its
need. Therefore, it could be a big help to provide proper information with
education to use it.

2

1.1.3. Interest in Agricultural Information
The development of ICT enables that everybody can access a variety of
information using their computers and smart phones. A farmer is not an exception.
In the past, agriculture has been maintained by families and communities passing
on and sharing of knowledge and information. However, the knowledge and
information has been accumulated and extended. It is impossible for a farmer to
grow crops without outside information. Farmers need information such as
accurate market price, current supply and demand, local weather, pest and disease,
fertilizer and chemicals and so on. Nowadays, most farmers are trying to make a
decision based on a variety of information and the government and companies also
try to support it.
The agricultural information industry started to develop. Liu and Zhang (2011)
predicted that consultation service industry of agricultural information had a new
start and it would be the core industry for agricultural information. The interest in
agricultural information was confirmed by actions of companies. For example, the
Climate Corporation is a special company to find out the business value of
agricultural information. The Climate Corporation focuses on to protect farmer’s
profit against the weather. Observed, historical, and daily weather and soil data
from six or seven data sources are analyzed and the analysis result is provided in
order to determine the risk of adverse weather for a farmer.
Several agricultural information systems in Korea reflect interests in
agricultural information. According to Kim et al. (2010), there were seven
government agencies to provide agricultural information related to their business
area. Especially, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry provided information
related to policy making and implementation. For example, there were agricultural
statistics, agricultural policy, agricultural laws, and so on. Also, Shim et al. (2012)
reported that four mobile web sites and 18 apps for smart phone were available.

3

1.1.4. Needs of Farm Management Information System
Farm management information system (FMIS), which is one of these
applications, is defined as a planned system for the collecting, processing, storing
and disseminating of data in the form of information needed to carry out the
operations functions of the farm (Sørensen et al., 2010). Various FMIS have been
developed by many researchers and agricultural software vendors. According to a
report from the Dutch Program on Precision Agriculture, 264 different farm
management applications of 143 different software vendors have been identified
(Robbemond and Kruize, 2011).
It is very important to provide personalized information to a farmer. Large
farmers are able to have their own in-house information processing capacity and
subscribe to expensive private consultants, while smaller growers who may not
have the tools with which to interpret raw data and general analysis (Just and
Zilberman, 2002). Management processes in agriculture become more complex by
implementing precision farming technologies and also by bigger farms, machinery
sharing, contracting work and overall by increased use of ICT in various
applications (Steinberger et al., 2009).

1.2. Necessity of Research
1.2.1. Problems of Farm Management Information System
In early stages, the advantage using computer systems in agricultural area was
not clear. The early FMIS suffered from low adoption rates during times because
computers were still rare and its user interface was unintuitive or excessively
complicated FMIS (Nikkilä et al., 2010). It just helped financial accounting or it
was believed that it might give some potential gains (Batte, 2005; Rolfe et al.,
2003). The complexity of models deployed by the experts, having no or limited
computing capability and know-how required to use the complex decision support
system were the reasons for poor adoption (Parker and Campion, 1997).
Nowadays, there are still some problems to the widespread adoption of FMIS
4

in agricultural areas. The first problem is management trouble since most FMIS is
stand-alone type and this type of FMIS should be installed on site. When any
difficulties to use the system occur, most farmers could not handle the problem
(Kwon et al., 2014). They don’t have deep knowledge of computer and it gives a
big burden to manage the system. It is hard to get rapid response of vendor because
the farm is usually located in rural area.
The second problem is that most FMIS has limited functions. Since the
implementation of a fully functional FMIS is an arduous task that cannot be
accomplished without the backing of a large software development project, most
academic research on FMIS restrict their scope to just some individual component
of an FMIS (Nikkilä et al., 2010).
Lack of interoperability is another problem. The heterogeneous data structures
of many existing systems for data acquisition, GIS-based field indexing, different
documentation tasks and precision farming applications result in a variety of data
formats and interfaces. Many manual steps are often required while processing data,
just converting data from one format to another (Steinberger et al., 2009). Pesonen
et al. (2008) also pointed out difficulties related to manual transfer of data and
incompatibility between links in the information chain. In the project, there was
need to harmonize or standardize data transfer formats and ISOBUS was used as a
data exchange format. The lack of interoperability between different software is
identified as a problem (Nash et al., 2009a).
The complexity of software and the high costs are required for the
management of data. Farmers are likely to have limited skills and/or interest. In
Korea, the situation is quite similar. Most farmers are old and have very limited
skill to manage computer things. Since they operate small scale farms, it is very
hard to make a high-cost investment for agricultural information system.
Although the FMIS has been designed and developed for easy utilization with
documents, education is still a big issue because large scale education of farmers is
infeasible apart from methods such as video tutorials (Nikkilä et al., 2010).
According to Kwon et al. (2014), almost half of surveyee answered that they
5

learned knowledge for using computer things from themselves in Korea.

1.2.2. Opportunities of Cloud Technologies for Farm
Management Information System
Recently, there are moves of FMIS to adopt new technologies like cloud
computing which is an upcoming trend in ICT area. As any agricultural community
with low cost requirements and ubiquitous access, the conventional FMIS markets
can take advantage of the cloud. Hori et al. (2010) proposed FMIS platform based
on cloud computing and conducted demonstration tests with the cooperation of two
Japanese farming corporations. Agricultural processing often deals with very large
data sets including weather and soil data, GPS data, image data and worker
observation and needs intensive computing to handle the data sets. It explains why
cloud computing is needed for agricultural processing and data storing.
Cloud computing technology could help to lower the barriers of FMIS. First, it
needs relatively low cost to use cloud system. For example, Amazon offers a Free
Usage Tier which a user could use for any cloud server for 12 months. And other
companies to support cloud computing have a similar policy with Amazon.
Second, it doesn’t give any burden for management. The beauty of cloud
computing is that all jobs of maintaining the service or application are the
responsibility of the cloud vendor. It means a farmer who uses a cloud service
doesn’t need to learn management skill.
Third, it improves accessibility. With cloud service, a user can access the
service from anywhere in the world over a secure Internet connection. The only
need is a computer or a smartphone which could be connected to the Internet.
Last, it is possible to use a standard protocol to communicate with cloud
service and all data would be located in the cloud. It helps to improve data
compatibility and interoperability.
Unfortunately, most agricultural data were generated in the field and the data
has its own characteristics. Therefore, it needs a method to transfer the data
6

generated in the field or farm and a new cloud system model to process the
agricultural data.

1.3. Purpose of Research
1.3.1. Objective of Project
The objective of this project was to develop an integrated FMIS consisted of
various components from small embedded systems to web services in the cloud. It
was initiated for orchard farm management by supporting a virtual office where a
farmer could organize his farming records and farming information and named
‘OFIS’ project. OFIS pronounced like ‘office’ stands for Open Farm Information
System

1.3.2. Purpose of Research
A specific purpose of this research is providing solutions on the
interoperability issues involved in the development of OFIS. The first
interoperability issue is how to collect data from a local farm. For farm
management, it is necessary to get farm level data from fields or storages. The
second issue is how to provide more information over the farm level data. It is
possible to get information from Agricultural Information Systems (AIS). It might
need to share stored data with others. Lastly, there is an issue to interact with
external services which are developed by other service providers.
To cover these issues, OFIS was designed as a composition of various
components. Each component could interact with others and it could communicate
with various external systems. The purpose of this research was to design OFIS
architectural model for system integration, to suggest solutions to resolve
interoperability issues and to develop key components for showing interoperability
of OFIS.

7

1.3.3. Organization of the dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
literature reviews of related researches. Section 3 introduces OFIS architecture and
its components. Section 4, 5, 6 describe the detail of three key components for
interoperability of OFIS. Introductions to the sections are as in the following.
Section 4. Embedded System Using Sensor Observation Service for Farm
Level Data Collection
This section focused on a standardized method to transfer agricultural data
through the Internet. Farm level data, which was generated from fields or storages,
was needed to transfer to FMIS with a standard method. Various standards were
reviewed and Sensor Observation Service (SOS) of Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC) was chosen as a communication standard. The embedded system
implemented three core operations of SOS as a web service. This section describes
the details of implementation and its performance evaluations.
Section 5. Data Exchange Platform Using Open Interface
Two basic methods – give and take – are needed to improve interoperability of
OFIS. OFIS could get not only observations from sensor networks at a farm, but
also well-processed information like crop price, weather prediction and crop
management guide from web service of government agencies or other companies.
Since the services use their own data formats and data transfer protocols, it is
important to build a general data processing model to support them. Four OpenAPI
services were selected from various services and were analyzed. And OFIS could
support open interface to share four groups of OFIS internal data. This section
describes the data collection service based on data processing model and the data
sharing service.
Section 6. External Service Environment for Integrating Functions of FMIS
It is almost impossible to develop a fully functional FMIS because it covers
various areas and a research team or a company cannot implement all functions of
the areas. Therefore, it is important to have a method to interact with other system.
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The external service interface describes how to develop an extension for OFIS.
Using the interface, a service provider can provide a service through OFIS. It
meant that OFIS could support rich functions for a farmer and a service provider
might focus on his core function not whole functions of FMIS. This section
explained how the external service works and showed an example as a use case.
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2. Literature review
2.1. Agricultural Information
2.1.1. Definition of Agricultural Information
Agricultural Information was defined that it is a kind of scientific and
economic knowledge which were needed by people who related to productions,
sales and consumption of agro-products (Frank, 1987). There were some other
definitions, but they were not much different. Lee (2006) said that agricultural
information could be produced, processed, distributed, consumed and managed by
computer system and it should be involved in agriculture in terms of industry and
in rural area in terms of regions. Kim et al. (2010) focused on utilization of
agricultural information. According to the paper, it was defined as the data to be
analyzed and used for agricultural decision-making.
Under various definitions of agricultural information, it is hard to enumerate
all agricultural information. There were some studies to categorize them. Lee (1998)
categorized it into agricultural statistical information, agricultural distribution
information,

farm

management

information,

and

agricultural

technology

information. According to Kim et al. (2010), the association of agricultural
statistics in Japan categorized it into agricultural production information, farm
management information, and agricultural distribution information in 2008. The
agricultural production information was information for crop cultivation. It was
divided into crop growth information, weather information, soil information, and
so on. The farm management information included labor information, price
information and agricultural land information. Lastly, the agricultural distribution
information included information about market conditions, gathering and shipping
information, etc.

2.1.2. Characteristics of Agricultural Information
Walisadeera et al. (2013) presented agricultural information could be
delivered using structural and contextual method. The structural method related to
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data type of agricultural information and the contextual method related to data
contents.
The structure of agricultural data could not be fixed. It might be said that the
structure of agricultural data consisted of time, location, and value. For example,
the ambient temperature of a field consisted of observation time, observation
location and temperature value. And the information about the price of Fusi apple
was divided into selling time, location of saleroom and the price. However, three
components should have their own processing. Time could be a specific point of
time, range or mid-value and the value could be a number, an image or strings.
Therefore, the structure could be expressed a general form.
The contextual characteristics could be summarized into four types. First, the
agricultural information should be provided in a timely manner. The agricultural
information could have a value when it provided at the proper time. Reddy and
Ankaiah (2005) also emphasized that the scientific information related to crop
growth of an expert should provide in a timely manner. For example, if a farmer
could not get information to control pest or disease, he could get a heavy damage.
Second, the agricultural information should be provided periodically. The
needs of specific agricultural information depend on the crop growth cycle. There
was a survey to investigate demanding information of farmers of four East-South
Asia. According to Lokanathan and Kapugama (2012), the demanding information
was changed with the crop growth cycle.
Third, the agricultural information could be divided into static information
and dynamic information. Walisadeera et al. (2013) categorized the agricultural
information into static and dynamic information. The static information includes a
kind of seed, chemical information, pattern of weather, and so on. They were
seldom changed. However, the dynamic information could change frequently. It
includes market price, customer behavior pattern, distribution information, and etc.
Forth, the producer and the consumer of the agricultural information were
quite fixed. In Korea, the domestic agricultural information was produced by
government agencies and it was consumed by farmers or others. The National Crop
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Pest Management System (NCPMS), which is operated by Rural Development
Administration (RDA), provides pest and disease information of crops. However,
there is no general way for a farmer to announce pest and disease information of
his farm. In the same manner, a consumer purchased a crop could remain some
comment on his SNS or Blog, however, a farmer, who grew the crop, could not
accept it.

2.1.3. Agricultural Information as a Big Data
Big data is the term for a collection of data sets so large and complex that it
becomes difficult to process using on-hand database management tools or
traditional data processing applications (WIKIPEDIA, 2013). McKinsey’s report
said that “Big data” refers to datasets whose size is beyond the ability of typical
database software tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze. This definition is
intentionally subjective and incorporates a moving definition of how big a dataset
needs to be in order to be considered big data (Manyika et al., 2011).
Traditional databases are mostly ideal for analyzing structured data from
various systems and producing insights with known and relatively stable
measurements (Eaton et al., 2012). However, big data need to deal with semistructured and unstructured data and to analyze these data. Big data require
exceptional technologies to efficiently process large quantities of data within
tolerable elapsed times (WIKIPEDIA, 2013).
Three characteristics define big data: volume, variety, and velocity (Eaton et
al., 2012). The volume of data has been growing at an increasing rate. This applies
to companies and to individuals. More sources of data are added on a continuous
basis. There were no special data for farm in the past. Currently, the data are
generated by ubiquitous information-sensing mobile devices, aerial sensory
technologies (remote sensing), software logs, cameras, microphones, radiofrequency identification readers, and wireless sensor networks. More sources of
data combine to increase the volume of data that has to be analyzed. It is a major
issue to save data all data. The data should be saved instead of letting all raw data
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disappear. Hori et al. (2010) reported that the quantity of farm data was 5-10
megabytes per case per day and the total amount of data could exceed 100
petabytes during 10~30 years. Luck et al. (2013) considered the possibility of
agricultural big data in terms of agricultural field data. According to his survey, the
volume of data per acre was 1.77 megabytes. It would increase to 14.4 megabytes
per acre and the resolution of data for precision agriculture was tending to increase.
In terms of variety, big data involve adding more types of data. Data structure
has changed to lose its structure and to add various formats. The data could be
structured and unstructured. It includes text, image, audio, video, GPS data and
various sensor data. When a farmer drives his tractor, all sensing data could be
saved with GPS location data. And he could make a record using a voice recorder.
The variety of data for agricultural use becomes more complex as technical
development of precision agriculture, increase of big farm, timesharing of
agricultural mobile machinery and so on (Steinberger et al., 2009).
The last characteristic is data velocity which means how fast data is generated
and processed. A conventional understanding of velocity typically considers how
quickly the data are arriving and stored. But dealing with big data requires to
process the volume and variety data while it is still in motion, not just after it is at
rest (Eaton et al., 2012). According to prediction of Hori et al. (2010), a farm would
generate 0.21 ~ 0.42 megabytes per hour. It would be not very fast. However,
considering there are many farms, it would exponentiated. Similarly, Luck et al.
(2013) estimated that the volume of data from all over America could be about 70
terabytes. The data velocity could be very fast depending on the data collection
cycle.

2.2. Agricultural Sensor Networks
2.2.1. Wireless Sensor Network for Agriculture
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network of spatially distributed sensor
nodes. Each sensor node is a small system comprised of a radio frequency
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transceiver, sensors, a microcontroller and a power source. Along with expansion
of ubiquitous paradigm, there have been lots of researches related to sensors or
sensor network.
WSN has some advantages. Wang et al. (2006) summarized the advantages
well. The first advantage was that wireless transmission was a significant reduction
and simplification in wiring and harness. Second, wireless sensors allowed
impossible sensor applications, such as monitoring dangerous, hazardous, unwired
or remote areas and locations. Third, wireless sensor networks allowed faster
deployment and installation of various types of sensors because many of these
networks provided self-organizing, self-configuring, self-diagnosing and selfhealing capabilities of the sensor nodes. The last advantage of wireless sensors was
their mobility. These sensors could be placed in transporting vehicles to monitor
the on-the-go environment.
The WSN technologies are very suitable for distributed data collection and
monitor in tough environment such as greenhouses, croplands, warehouses or
refrigerated trucks (Ruiz-Garcia et al., 2009). New sensors developed to allow
growers to monitor and control many aspects of crop production. Remote and local
sensors or sensor networks can be applied to monitor plant nutrient and moisture
needs, soil conditions, and plant health (Lee et al., 2010). Many researchers have
studied about new sensing methods, algorithms, and applications (Vellidis et al.,
2008; Kim et al., 2012a; Kim et al., 2012b).

2.2.2. Heterogeneous Sensor Network
With the development of hardware and software for sensor networks, lots of
disparate sensor systems have appeared (Lee et al., 2010). Although each sensor
system has its own benefit and it is complete in itself, there are problems to make
an integrated system with heterogeneous sensor network. Bröring et al. (2011)
pointed out that most applications are still integrating sensor resources through
proprietary mechanisms, instead of building upon a well-defined and established
integration layer because of the large variety of sensor protocols and sensor
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interfaces.
Because these sensor systems use different hardware and software, the level of
compatibility is very low. It means that data types, data storages and data formats
are different. Steinberger et al. (2009) said that the heterogeneous data structures of
many existing systems for data acquisition, GIS-based field indexing, different
documentation tasks and precision farming applications resulted in a variety of data
formats and interfaces.
In order to use a sensor network for agricultural purpose and to integrate these
heterogeneous systems, there were several attempts. One of the solutions may be to
follow standards. Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards support
interoperable solutions to transfer complex spatial information. It was accessible
and useful with various applications in many areas including agriculture (OGC,
2012). Nash et al. (2009) reviewed studies on application of standards from OGC
and related initiatives to automate agricultural data processing. ISO 11783 (or ISO
Bus or ISOBUS) is a standard for the method and format of transfer of data
between sensors, actuators, control elements and information storage and display
units, whether mounted on, or part of, the tractor or implement (ISO, 2012).
However, it is not easy to implement standards on the sensor network which
was already developed or installed. Neményi et al. (2003) gathered site-specific
data for precision agriculture and used two different applications to handle the data.
However, the data could not be directly loaded to different software. To solve this
problem, a text file contained readable data was used instead of a binary file which
could be opened by specific software. Gigan and Atkinson (2007) presented a
Sensor Abstraction Layer (SAL) which provided middleware architectures with a
consistent and uniform view of heterogeneous sensor networks. Kim et al. (2013c)
analyzed four data access interfaces which were method supported by general
environmental monitoring systems and implemented software to collect data from
three data access interfaces.
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2.2.3. Applications of Agricultural Sensor Network
There are a lot of researches related sensor network for agricultural use as
much as there are several review papers. Wang et al. (2006) reviewed wireless
sensors in agriculture and food industry and classified five categories:
environmental monitoring, precision agriculture, machine and process control,
building and facility automation and traceability systems. Each category had two or
four subcategories. Ruiz-Garcia et al. (2009) also reviewed wireless sensor
technologies and applications in agriculture and food industry. The applications
were also classified into four categories: environmental monitoring, precision
agriculture, precision livestock, and food industry. Lee et al. (2010) reviewed the
sensing technologies that have been developed and used for implementing
precision farming for specialty crops. These technologies divided into seven
sections. Thessler et al. (2011) presented how sensors and sensor network have
been utilized in the crop production process and what their added-value and the
main bottlenecks were from the perspective of users and classified according to the
crop production process: sensing of growth condition, fertilizing, irrigation, plant
protection, harvesting and fleet control.

2.3. Information System for Agriculture
2.3.1. Agricultural Information System
Agriculture is a kind of knowledge-intensive industry because it needs
financial, environmental, biological, and technical information. The information
should be provided accurate, timely and easy manner. Management processes in
agriculture become more complex by implementing precision farming technologies
and also by bigger farms, machinery sharing, contracting work and overall by
increased use of ICT in various applications (Steinberger et al., 2009).
Agricultural Information System (AIS) is a system in which data related to
various crops and varieties of each crop, various agro-inputs, cultivation practices,
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and farming activities are collected, organized and displayed (Chaudhary et al.,
2004).
The government and commodity groups generate the information and
distribute it to help the farmer. For example, there are several AISs such as
National Crop Pest Management System (NCPMS), OKDAB OpenAPI service,
and Rural Development Administration OpenAPI Service in Korea. The
information provided by the government agencies has relative accuracy,
impartiality and reliability.
However, the information is not proper for a farmer to use it directly. The
information of government was focused on information to increase efficiency and
improve the performance of the economy because government activities are
constrained by budget. Many users found USDA information to be too general and
not addressing their specific needs and they gave it low scores on timeliness (Just
and Zilberman, 2002). This trend could be found in Korea. According to Kwon et
al. (2014), Korean farmers prefer information of portal services to information
supported by the national agricultural information systems.

2.3.2. Farm Management Information System
In contrast with AIS, FMIS is a personalized system used for collecting and
processing data to manage a farm. Sørensen et al. (2010) defined FMIS as a
planned system for the collecting, processing, storing and disseminating of data in
the form of information needed to carry out the operations functions of the farm.
In order to design and develop FMIS, there were some researches to find out
requirements. Murakami et al. (2007) reviewed previous researches and
summarized 10 requirements for FMIS – 1. design to meet the specific needs, 2. a
simple and friendly user interface, 3. automated and simple to use methods for data
processing, 4. complete control, 5. offering expert knowledge, 6. integrated and
standardized computer system, 7. easy and seamless interoperability, 8. scalability,
9. meta-data for data interchange, and 10. low cost. Fountas et al. (2009) presented
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soft and hard system analyses to understand the information needs and
requirements. The soft system analysis revealed problems, opportunities and user
requirements. The hard system analysis enabled logical structuring of the data and
information flows.
A research team divided into three parts of FMIS design phase. At first part,
Sørensen et al. (2010) took a same approach with Fountas et al. (2009) to create a
basic outline and structure for an FMIS for planning and control of crop production.
A conceptual model was derived from the outline and it was divided into four
sections: internal data collection, external information collection, plan generation
and report generation. The second part (Sorensen et al., 2010) focused on the
material and information flows which were given for the strategic, tactical, and
operational planning levels for file operations. From the six field operations, the
information model for the fertilization case was selected for analysis. The
information models were centered around the farmer as the principle decision
maker and involved external entities as well as mobile unit entities as the main
information producers. The final part (Sørensen et al., 2011) was to identify the
content of the “process” entities of the information flow model which represents
the usage processes of the information, and of the “information” entities which
represent the data elements. For the fertilization case, it presented the relation
between the information providers for the external assisting services and FMIS
features to help decision making. And it also presented which information contents
were assisted in the decision making process.
Related to the design of FMIS, Kaloxylos et al. (2012) proposed a functional
architecture of a farm management system utilizing Future Internet (FI) capabilities.
It focused on functionalities that could be improved with the use of the innovative
FI’s capabilities. Its main characteristics included apart from the support of the
typical farming procedures, the seamless support and integration of different
stakeholders and services, interworking with the networked infrastructures and the
introduction of autonomic and cognitive elements in the overall management
process.
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2.3.3. Connectivity of FMIS
The increased connectivity of the FMIS is communication with various
sensors, mobile farm machineries, general farm machinery and other information
services in the Internet.

Figure 1. Connectivity of FMIS

Figure 1 shows their relations and standards to communicate with specified
groups. Sensors give environmental monitoring information and geospatial
information. The information can be transferred using wired or wireless
communication. The Open Geospatial Consortium Inc. (OGC) standards deal with
the sensor network and the geospatial information. According to ISO 11783-10,
whole processes that an assigned task from FMIS is processed and result is
uploaded for analysis could be represented with pre-defined messages based on
XML (ISO, 2009). There are AISs which provide important agricultural
information such as pest or disease information, crop price information. Many AISs
support open web services which are methods of communication between two
systems over the Internet. There are local standards to communicate with other
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FMIS. The AgroXML is a kind of those standards and there are several standards
like AgroXML. However, there is no standard for general farm machinery like fan,
sprinkler, and storage. The standards for FMIS connectivity could be categorized
like following Table 1.

Table 1. Standards to cooperate with FMIS
Name
ISO 11783
(ISOBUS)

Type

Coverage

International

Whole area of mobile farm machinery.

Standard

(ISO11783-10 deals with a communication
between mobile farm machinery and FMIS)

OGC

International

Sensor Network, Geospatial Information,

Standards

Standard

Sensor Web Enablement

AgroXML

Local Standard of Communication between FMISs
Germany

Web Service

Open Interface

of AIS

(There are some similar standards.)
Agricultural

Information

(pest/disease

information, crop price information, and
etc.)

There were some researches to show the connectivity between agricultural
systems or mobile machineries. Murakami et al. (2007) proposed an agricultural
system infrastructure based on service oriented architecture. It had a reference
architecture, a standard language for data exchange between systems and services
based on XML, and a service bus as a message-oriented middleware for connection
with web services. Kaivosoja et al. (2014) developed a task controller prototype
with an ISOBUS-compatible process data messages to utilize multiple external data
from different sources during a spraying operation. It was emphasized that the
development of technical standards for the data exchange in the agricultural
domain was important.
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2.3.4. Review of AIS and FMIS
There have been lots of researches related to information system for
agricultural use since the early 1990s. In early stages, the information system was a
stand-alone type software which executed on a machine without network
connection. McCown et al. (1996) developed a software system named
“Agricultural Production Systems Simulator” which allowed model development,
model testing and simulation in agricultural systems research. Although it
supported plug-in and pull-out capability, it operated on a single Windows machine.
Several expert systems or decision support systems were developed for agricultural
use such as diagnosis of crop disease and nutrient disorders and selection of
optimal farm machinery (Lee et al., 1997; Cho et al., 1998). These systems also
executed on a Windows machines and they were monolithic. Lewis and Bardon
(1998) developed a practical, computerized eco-management system for
sustainable agriculture. The system has been designed on a modular basis whereby
smaller pieces of software were plugged into and called from a central framework.
It allowed better updating, upgrading and modification of the software and separate
modules to be disengaged from the main system and used independently.
In 2000s, the Internet became a key issue. Most systems had ability to connect
to the Internet. Cox (2002) stated that information must be transferred to the right
target, and in the right way, or it will be at the best ineffective and at worst
potentially hazardous. Chaudhary et al. (2004) proposed agricultural information
system architecture based on web service and on-line analytical processing. The
architecture was also designed to communicate with sensor network using data
exchange standards. This research could be meaningful in terms of interoperability
and accessibility. However, it was not integration with existing system. Pesonen et
al. (2008) faced difficulties related to manual transfer of data and incompatibility
between links in the information chain. In the project, there was need to harmonize
or standardize data transfer formats and ISOBUS was used as a data exchange
format. Fountas et al. (2009) developed an information management system which
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was capable of simultaneously handling data from research trials and site-specific
data of a university farm. The system has an interoperability problem which an
essential third-party farm management database has not been designed for
integration with commercial GIS packages. Therefore, the information system must
be able to manage various data formats, both standardized as well as proprietary
and be able to exchange data with services that provide computation for precision
agriculture (Nikkilä et al., 2010).
A paradigm shift is underway from proprietary and monolithic tools to
Internet-based, cloud hosted, open systems that will enable more effective
collaboration between stakeholders (Kaloxylos et al., 2014). The paradigm made
researchers and developers to develop seamlessly interoperable services providing
sophisticated and customizable working environment for the farmers. Steinberger
et al. (2009) implemented a prototype of an agricultural process-data service
(APDS). It was part of an infrastructure for data management in information-driven
plant production. Data were recorded in an ISOBUS environment and transferred
to a server. The data were analyzed, aggregated, translated into agroXML, and
transferred to FMIS. Pesonen et al. (2014) presented Cropinfra platform which is
an Internet based service infrastructure to support crop production. The framework
consisted of sub-services such as sensors in machines and equipment, data
collection and machine control, data storing and external services e.g. for weather
and disease forecast.
Mobile phones or tablets have been emerging as interface devices for
agricultural information system. Arroqui et al. (2012) implemented a RESTful web
service for farm simulation to provide better performance for Android smartphone.
Montoya et al. (2013) presented an Android application which interacted with a
control system to collect and monitor variables applied in precision agriculture.
Jonathan et al. (2013) presented the design and implementation of a novel
distributed set of open-source, collaborative mobile apps known as Open Ag
Toolkit (OpenATK). OpenATK endeavored to provide a specialized FMIS solution
by incorporating low-cost, widely available mobile computing technologies,
internet-based cloud storage services, and user-centered design principles.
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2.3.5. Current Status in Korea
There are some AISs and FMISs in Korea. Table 2 shows eight AISs and three
FMISs. Although the AISs and the FMISs are not all, they are major AISs and
FMISs. Since AIS usually handles general agricultural information, the coverage of
most AISs is basic information. On the other hand, the coverage of FMISs is parts
of farm process because FMIS is a planned system to carry out the operations
functions of the farm. Especially, Farm2Table and OKDAB cover distribution and
consumption because Farm2Table is a system for traceability and OKDAB handles
price information of agricultural products.

Table 2. Major AISs and FMISs in Korea.

The number of FMIS is relatively smaller than AIS’s. Most projects related to
information system for agriculture are government lead projects. Government
agencies have lots of statistical and national data related to agriculture. It is easy
for government to operate AIS, whereas it is not easy to operate FMIS because it
needs farm level data. It is confirmed by the number of FMIS. And the developed
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FMISs are not activated. For example, u-flower environmental monitoring system
is hardly used as the last message was written in 2011.
OpenAPI is an interface service which is not designed to give information to
human but to provide information to machine. It is possible to interact with other
system using the OpenAPI service. However, only four AISs have OpenAPI
services to interact with other system and there is no FMIS to have OpenAPI
services. It means that the interoperability level of current AIS and FMIS is low
and interoperability of FMIS is an important topic.

2.4. Agricultural Data Exchange Standard
2.4.1. Standards for Agricultural Data
ISO 11793 (ISOBUS)
ISO 11783 is a standard for the method and format of transfer of data between
sensors, actuators, control elements and information storage and display units,
whether mounted on, or part of, the tractor or implement. Especially, ISO 11783-10
defines a communication format between FMIS and a task-controller. The data
transfer is possible in two directions. The planned tasks are sent to the task
controller on the Mobile Implement Control System (MICS) and the results of the
work are sent to the FMIS. This communication is based on eXtensible Markup
Language (XML) (Bray et al., 1997) files which present models for operational
data and use English languages XML element names abbreviated for compactness.
ISO 11783-11 specifies the identifiers for the data elements used in XML files
defined in ISO 11783-10 (ISO, 2009, 2011). Suomi et al. (2006) demonstrated
precision farming workflow with assisting ISOBUS prototype sprayer in the real
field work. Basic information from nozzle parameters, effects of environmental
conditions for spraying success and targets for the spraying were stored to the
ISOBUS implement controller. The information was sent to the ISOBUS Task
Controller of the tractor from the FMIS. The FMIS used the information for
planning and evaluation of the field work.
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AgroXML
AgroXML is a standardized language for data exchange in agriculture. It is
based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) using XML Schema as its
definition language. It developed by agricultural software makers, machinery
companies, service providers and the Association for Technology and Structures in
Agriculture (KTBL) in Germany (Schmitz et al., 2009b). The current release of
agroXML, Version 1.5, was published in October, 2010. There are 18 modules
currently available in agroXML 1.5. The agroXML schema is based on a model of
the real-world processes in agricultural production. The transport of an agroXML
instance in the internet can be conducted using standard protocols like HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP). And ISOBUS for machinery and farm equipment could be used
for data exchange inside of the farm. Different companies developed applications
implementing agroXML such as field work calculator, EurepGAP and KTBL-tool
geodata (Kunisch et al., 2007).

Others
The International Consortium for Agricultural Systems Applications (ICASA)
Version 2.0 data standards were developed by the International Benchmark Sites
Network for Agrotechnology Transfer (IBSNAT) project and revised by ICASA.
They were data formats for documenting experiments and modeling crop growth
and development. The standards could help to exchange information between
software and allow researchers to focus on research rather than on converting and
re-formatting data (White et al., 2013).
The Agricultural Metadata Element Set (AgMES), which is developed by
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), aims to
encompass issues of semantic standards in the domain of agriculture with respect to
description, resource discovery, interoperability and data exchange for different
types of information resources (FAO, 2012).
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The AgXML is an organization of grain and processing companies, and
related entities, committed to developing standards for the efficient and effective
communication of information electronically throughout the entire agribusiness
supply chain (AgXML, 2012).
The eDAPLOS is currently a largely French-led project, although being
developed in English language. The eDAPLOS process is used to exchange the
crop data sheet document between the farmer and its economic partners. This
information includes technical description and information of the crop production
in order to give data about traceability to the farmer’s partners (cooperatives,
manufacturers, suppliers, etc.) and authorities (European CAP Regulation) (Nash et
al., 2009b).
The EDI-teelt is a Dutch standard for data exchange in arable farming which
is mostly used in post-harvest agri-business and tracking and tracing applications.
A new version of the EDI-teelt standard is currently developed that will support
data exchange between farm and other parties for pre-harvest business processes
(Nash et al., 2009b).
On a European level, interest and demand for data exchange formats in
agriculture is constantly rising. Partners from the Netherlands, France, Czech,
Finland and Germany have committed into development of a harmonized standard
called agriXchange (Kunisch et al., 2007).

2.4.2. Standards for General Data
OGC standards, so-called OpenGIS standards, are developed by the OGC,
which is an international industry consortium of 439 companies, government
agencies and universities participating in a consensus process to develop publicly
available interface standards. These standards support interoperable solutions that
"geo-enable" the Web, wireless and location-based services and mainstream IT. The
standards empower technology developers to make complex spatial information
and services accessible and useful with all kinds of applications including
agricultural applications (OGC, 2012). Whilst there are maybe disadvantages to
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using the OpenGIS standards for agricultural data flow since they are not designed
specifically for this task, they have many advantages. It is a complementary set of
already standardized multi-purpose interfaces and many implementations are
available. The spatial referencing of the data, particularly relevant to precision
agriculture, is in the forefront of the OpenGIS standardization efforts and is
available to retrieve data on a part-field level. (Nash et al., 2009a)
The representative standards of OGC for data exchange are Sensor Model
Language (SensorML) and Observations and Measurements (O&M). SensorML is
the general model and XML encodings for sensors and observation processing. It
provides a common framework for any process and process chain, but is
particularly well-suited for the description of sensor and systems and the
processing of sensor observations (Botts and Robin, 2007). There is a similar
standard – TransducerML (TML). TML is an XML based standard to describe any
transducer. There is some overlap between SensorML and TML. However,
SensorML can handle what TML describes. O&M is a standard which defines an
XML implementation of schemas for observations and for features involved in
sampling when making observations (Cox, 2011). These two standards are data
format standards for OGC Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) for establishing
interfaces and protocols for sensor web.

2.4.3. Open Interface for Agricultural Data
Web Service is not a standard representing data itself but provides the
functionality of standard computer systems via a network interface. It is not
intended to be accessed by human user but specialist client software. In practice,
web services are usually implemented to use XML both for describing the interface
and for data transfer, often using Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) for the
former and the Simple Object Access Protocol for the latter (Nash et al., 2009a).
Ntaliani et al. (2010) proposed agricultural e-government framework which was
based on web service. The framework tested for the case of an agricultural public
service of the Greek Ministry of Agriculture. The development of the e-government
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service was based on an open source solution. OpenAPI (Open Application
Programming Interface) is an implementation of the web services. It’s becoming
popular among AIS in Korea. Table 3 shows AIS OpenAPI services available in
Korea.

Table 3. OpenAPI services of AIS in Korea.
Name

URL

Farm2Table

http://www.fa

Open

rm2table.kr/j

Service

sp/info/info_

Service Item

Access Method

Traceability Query Service,

Java API,

Traceability Cooperation Service

Web Service

Agricultural Dictionary Service,

Web Service

api_intro.jsp
OKDAB

http://openap

OpenAPI

i.okdab.com/

Real-time Pricing Information,

openapi_mai
n.jsp
NPMS

http://npms.r

OpenAPI

da.go.kr/npm

Agricultural News
Pest/Disease Information,

Web Service

Pest/Disease Prediction

HTML

s/OpenApiInf

Dynamic

o.np

Loading

RDA

http://www.r

Agricultural Technology

OpenAPI

da.go.kr/etc/a

Information,

pi/api_guid.js

Web Service

Weekly Agricultural Information,

p
Management Manual Service,
Cultivar Information and etc.

2.4.4. Characteristics of Standards
Most standards presented in the previous section are based on XML. XML is a
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markup language that designed for straightforwardly using over the Internet and
supporting a wide variety of applications. And it is both human-readable and
machine-readable (Bray et al., 1997). So an instance of these standards could be
transferred using standard protocols like HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). General open
source XML libraries, which are available in the Internet, could be used for parsing
the documents. In some cases the representation of data using a standard could be
transformed by XML Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) and searched
by XML Query Language (XQuery).
Although there are various standards for agricultural data transfer, none has
gained global acceptance but ISO 11783. The others are just national efforts and
even under development. The standards for general data transfer have been widely
used in various areas. They are public releases and there are a lot of open source
implementations. The open policy gives some advantages. First, a lot of references
are available and even source codes are accessible. They could become a base of a
new project and prevent to waste time to develop same or similar things. Second, it
guarantees interoperability between other systems. An FMIS following a standard
is possible to communicate with other systems following the same standard.
There are some researches to show interoperability using more than two
standards. Steinberger et al. (2009) presented a prototype implementation of an
agricultural

process-data

service

supported

multi-standards.

The

system

implemented ISO 11783 and agroXML. Data were recorded in an ISOBUS
environment and transferred to a server. The information requested by the farmer
could be delivered to the FMIS via an agroXML interface. Peets et al. (2012)
developed general procedures using ISO 11783 and agroXML for on-the-go data
acquisition of soil sensors. There are a significant number of non-ISO 11783
compliant sensors in practice. The output of non-ISO 11783 sensor was converted
to agroXML for FMIS use.
Although various AISs support web services to provide agricultural
information, the method to access data and the data format for exchange are not
unified. If a system, which is under development, wants to get their information,
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each interface should be implemented with different protocol and different
technology.

2.5. Cloud Computing Technology in Agricultural
Areas
2.5.1. Cloud Computing Technology
Cloud computing is a technology based in the Internet environment.
Computing pioneer John McCarthy predicted that “computation may someday be
organized as a public utility” in 1961 (Foster et al., 2008). The term “cloud”
originates from the telecommunications world of the 1990s, when providers began
using virtual private network (VPN) services for data communication (Kaufman,
2009). According to NIST, cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction (Mell and Grance, 2011). Cloud computing now extends this to
cover servers and network infrastructure (Jadeja and Modi, 2012). Currently, many
companies such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, KT, SKT, and so on have provided
cloud computing service. Cloud computing can offer various advantages.
According to Hori et al. (2010), there were five universal values of cloud
computing. They were 1. reduction of initial costs, 2. allocation of resources on
demand without limit, 3. maintenance and upgrades performed in the back-end, 4.
easy and rapid development including collaboration with other systems in the cloud
and 5. more possibilities for global service development.
Cloud computing providers offer their services according to several
fundamental models: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS),
and software as a service (SaaS). In the most basic cloud-service model, providers
of IaaS offer computers - physical or (more often) virtual machines - and other
resources. (A hypervisor, such as Xen or KVM, runs the virtual machines as guests.
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Pools of hypervisors within the cloud operational support-system can support large
numbers of virtual machines and the ability to scale services up and down
according to customers' varying requirements.) In the PaaS model, cloud providers
deliver a computing platform, typically including operating system, programming
language execution environment, database, and web server. In the business model
using software as a service (SaaS), users are provided access to application
software and databases. Cloud providers manage the infrastructure and platforms
that run the applications. SaaS is sometimes referred to as "on-demand software".

2.5.2. Virtualization technology
Virtualization is one of the key technologies of cloud computing.
Virtualization refers to a technology to make many smaller virtual machines which
could execute several independent operating system instances. Hardware
virtualization offers several benefits, including consolidation of the infrastructure,
ease of replication and relocation, normalization of systems, and isolation of
resources. Virtualization software protects and partitions the host’s resources,
central processing units (CPUs), memory, disks, and peripherals by creating a
virtualization layer within the host’s operating system or directly on the hardware
(Wolf and Halter, 2005).
Modern computers are powerful to use virtualization technology and there are
various virtualization projects. Each project has own technical characteristics.
Bochs is an open-source computer emulator written in C++ with its own custom
basic input/output system (BIOS). It’s capable of emulating x86 processors and
optional features. Bochs is generally used in Unix environments to emulate a
computer. With Bochs, a Unix user can run software packages not normally
associated with Unix environments (Wolf and Halter, 2005). QEMU is a hosted
virtual machine monitor written by Fabrice Bellard. It emulates central processing
units through dynamic translation and provides a set of device models. It can run
an unmodified target operating system and all its applications in a virtual machine
(Bellard, 2005). Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is a Linux subsystem which
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leverages these virtualization extensions to add a virtual machine monitor
capability to Linux. Using KVM, it is possible to create and run multiple virtual
machines (Kivity et al., 2007). Xen is an x86 virtual machine monitor which allows
multiple commodity operating systems to share conventional hardware in a safe
and resource managed fashion, but without sacrificing either performance or
functionality (Barham et al., 2003). Xen is known to achieve high performance
through paravirtualization.
Virtualization technology has various advantages. The first advantage is
efficient utilization of resource. Latest hardware is fast enough to execute more
than one process and there would be extra resources not used. The extra resources
could be consumed by virtualization technology. The second advantage is to
increase service uptime. Conventional high-availability setups often require a
backup system while in the virtualized environment, multiple servers can fail over
to a set of backup servers. The third advantage is easy migration. When a problem
of the operating server comes up or a new service is needed, it takes time to buy a
new server, to install an operating system and related software and to change it.
However, the only thing to do is just copying an image and executing it.

2.5.3. Cloud Computing for Agricultural Use
The adoption of cloud computing technology in agricultural area is at an early
stage. According to Zhu et al. (2013), there are some areas to apply cloud
computing technology. An application was integration and sharing of agricultural
information. Since cloud computing offers management mechanism which can
integrate information resources, users are able to get agricultural information
through a variety of terminals. For the rest, the cloud technology could be applied
to real-time monitoring, guidance system, agricultural products supply chain, and
so on.
There were only few researches related to agricultural cloud computing. Hori
et al. (2010) proposed FMIS platform based on cloud computing and conducted
demonstration tests with the cooperation of two Japanese farming corporations.
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The demonstration tests were conducted with the cooperation of two farming
corporations. Venkataramana et al. (2012) designed and developed AGRI-CLOUD
which provided assistance to the farmers in analyzing crop diseases, getting
required suggestions and finding appropriate fertilizers during cultivation at
minimum cost from experts. The system focused on data processing. The system
consisted of three layers – Agri-Data Acquisition layer, Agri-Data Processing layer,
and Agri-Data Storage Service layer. Kaloxylos et al. (2014) implemented a cloudbase Farm Mangement System based on a design presented by Kaloxylos et al.
(2012). The system instantiates such an approach, based on a set of domain
independent software tools called “generic enabler” that have been developed in
the context of the FI-WARE project. It applied to innovative concepts for the
agricultural sector such as the notion of a service marketplace and the system
adaptation to network failure.
As low cost requirements and ubiquitous access, the cloud computing
technology would be useful in agricultural area. An agricultural cloud system could
help to lower the barriers of FMIS. First, it needs relatively low cost to use cloud
system. For example, Amazon offers a Free Usage Tier which a user could use for
any cloud server for 12 months. And other companies have similar policy with
Amazon. Second, it doesn’t give any burden for management. The beauty of cloud
computing is that all jobs of maintaining the service or application are the
responsibility of the cloud vendor. It means a farmer who uses a cloud service
doesn’t need to learn management skill. Third, it improves accessibility. With cloud
service, a user can access the service from anywhere in the world over a secure
Internet connection. Last, it is possible to use a standard protocol to communicate
with cloud service and all data would be located in the cloud. It helps to improve
data compatibility and interoperability.
Although there are lots of advantages to apply cloud computing technology to
agricultural use, there are also some concerns. The first is a connectivity problem.
Most farms are located in rural areas and some of them could be in not-good
environment to connect to the Internet. Since the cloud computing works based in
the Internet, it is impossible to use the service in bad or no networking environment.
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The second is security and privacy. Some farmers could be uncomfortable with the
fact that all data should be saved in the cloud. Prasad et al. (2013) also stated that
there could be three concerns to different country law, security and privacy, and
network bandwidth.

2.6. International Research Trend of Agricultural
Information System
2.6.1. Trend of Europe
In Europe, there have been lots of researches to develop agricultural
information systems and to interconnect between the systems. According to
Pesonen et al. (2014), there were several Europe projects related to farm
management information system. The projects extracted the needs and
requirements of a system, defined the components of the system, and implemented
some components for the system. Most researches related to the projects
emphasized interoperability of the systems.

Table 4. Projects related with FMIS in Europe.
Name
InfoXT

Period
1.8.2006~
31.7.2008

Introduction

URL

to create the basic guidelines for https://portal.
an integrated information and mtt.fi/portal/
decision support framework for page/portal/w
planning and control of mobile ww_en/Proje
cts/InfoXT

working units
Future
Farm

1.1.2008 ~
31.12.2010

It is focused on aspects of http://www.f
information
according
questions

management uturefarm.eu/
to
of

European farms.
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the
the

emerging
future

of

SmartAgriF 1.4.2011~

It is part of the Future Internet http://www.s

ood

Public-Private

1.3.2013

PPP)

Partnership

programand

(FI- martagrifood.

addresses eu/

farming, agri-logistics and food
awareness as a use case for this.

InfoXT project, which is one of the projects, was to draw up basic
recommendations and guidelines for a novel, intelligent, integrated information and
decision support framework for planning and control of mobile working units
(Pesonen et al., 2008). In the project, there were difficulties related to manual
transfer of data and incompatibility between links in the information chain. In order
to deal with the difficulties, there was a need to harmonize or standardize data
transfer formats and ISOBUS xml format was used for data transfer between
mobile work unit and database.
AgriXchange is an EU-funded coordination and support action to set up a
network for developing a system for common data exchange in the agricultural
sector (Holster et al., 2011). It is also a name of an standard for interoperability in
agricultural area and it was developed by partners from the Netherlands, France,
Czech, Finland and Germany (Kunisch et al., 2007).
FutureFarm was a European project funded by the EU as part of the Seventh
Research Framework Programme (FutureFarm, 2008). The full project title was
"Meeting the challenges of the farm of tomorrow by integrating Farm Management
Information Systems to support real-time management decisions and compliance to
standards", and the funding was under the Cooperation programme of the FP7 in
the Food, Agriculture, Fisheries and Biotechnologies theme. According to Charvat
et al. (2009), FutureFarm project expected that the farming system would
continuously converge to the situation of two types of farm: industrial farms and
multifunctional farms. The recommendation proposed an architecture based on
communication of interoperable services for easy integration of different levels and
components of farm management.
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SmartAgriFood project is part of the Future Internet Public-Private
Partnership (FI-PPP) program and addresses farming, agri-logistics and food
awareness (SmartAgriFood, 2012). Future Internet is the planned infrastructure by
FI-PPP with an objective of significantly advancing the implementation and uptake
of Future Internet services by 2015 and, in doing so, establish European-scale
markets for smart infrastructures with integrated communications functionality
(Kaloxylos et al., 2012). FI-WARE is an open cloud-based infrastructure for costeffective creation and delivery of Future Internet applications and services, at a
scale not seen before (FI-WARE, 2011). FI-WARE API specifications are public
and royalty-free, driven by the development of an open source reference
implementation which accelerates the availability of commercial products and
services based on FI-WARE technologies. The researches of SmartAgriFood
project have implemented their services based on a set of domain independent
software tools called Generic Enablers (GEs) that have been developed in the
context of the FI-WARE project (Kaloxylos et al., 2014; Pesonen et al., 2014).

2.6.2. Trend of America
The trend of America seems to focus on agricultural data processing rather
than agricultural information system. Some conferences showed their interests
about big data in agricultural area. Big-data has made the list of presentation topics
at the American Seed Trade Association conference in Chicago on December 2012.
The session title was “From the Data Cloud to the Farm”. Luck et al. (2013)
studied a potential which agricultural data could be big data. According to the
research, the volume of agricultural machinery data would increase from 1.77
MB/ac to 14.4 MB/ac and the resolution of precision agriculture would also
increase. It predicted that big data should be important in agricultural area like
other area.
The interest of agricultural big data was confirmed by actions of companies.
The Climate Corporation is a special company aiming to protect grower
profitability against the weather. To determine the risk of adverse weather on a
grower-by-grower basis, The Climate Corp. created a 2.5-mile-square grid that
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overlays each of 500,000 locations around the country. With observed, historical,
and daily weather and soil data from six or seven data sources, the company can
get a good sense of weather trends across the country. The Climate Corp. uses
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) server infrastructure and Amazon Elastic
MapReduce (EMR) for big data processing. Farmeron focused on that there’s a lot
of data being created and not being used on a farm. Farmeron developed a cloud
service and a kind of plug-and play software. Farmeron’s features include an
intelligent weighing system that lets farmers track animal weights against feed mix
in order to optimize diets. Farmers also can log medical records for each animal,
and get insights into cow breeding cycles and milking, among many other uses. In
addition, John Deere developed FarmSight system which helps a farmer to take
advantage from wide variety data processing. DuPont developed Pioneer ®
Field360 ™ service that a farmer could access massive amount of data using his
smartphone.

2.6.3. Trend of Asia
Asia countries just began to pay attention to adopt cloud computing
technology in agricultural area. Especially, Japan has shown fast movement to
apply cloud computing technologies. In 2010, Hori et al. (2010) already proposed
agricultural cloud system and stated that they focused on introducing the latest
technologies such as sensors, wireless networks, and cloud computing to revise
approaches to agriculture and conduct business feasibility studies to establish a
hypothetical model of cloud service contributing agriculture. Satake and Yamazaki
(2011) discussed the stable supply of agricultural product, stability of agricultural
management, and improvement of food chain efficiency and suggested a method to
solve these challenges with cloud computing technology. And there is a private
organization of “Japan Cloud Consortium” which was established to promote
dissemination / development of cloud services in Japan. It composed a
collaboration of various industries, organizations, and businesses (JCC, 2014). The
work group 5, which is an agriculture cloud work group, has a goal to build
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agricultural cloud model with the agricultural industry, ITC industry, and local
government.
Some literatures related to agricultural cloud in China and India. However,
most of them just introduced general information about the technology itself and
described their status related to the technology. In China, cloud computing
applications in agriculture are in the phase of theoretical research, and lack mature
cases (Zhu et al., 2013). Yin (2012) proposed to build an agricultural knowledge as
a service (KaaS) model based on browser and server structure, which combined the
basic information of the farmland and the intention of the growers, integrates
expert systems, with a purpose of providing accurate and efficient agricultural
knowledge service. Although this research was not related to cloud computing, the
concept was quite close to it. In India, Venkataramana et al. (2012) proposed AgriCloud architecture to offer expertise service to farmers regarding cultivation of
crops, pricing, fertilizers, etc. Chandraul and Singh (2013) also designed and
implemented a simple cloud based application on agriculture.
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3. Open Farm Information System
3.1. Overview of OFIS
OFIS stands for Open Farm Information System, which is an integrated
system for farm management based on cloud computing technologies. OFIS
infrastructure was designed to support a virtual office where a farmer organizes his
farming information. To achieve this goal, it was very important for OFIS to
interact with various systems like sensor network, agricultural information system,
and external services. Figure 2 shows the conceptual idea of OFIS. There is no
computing system in fields or storages, but sensors and communication devices. It
means that the computing hardware should be on a need-to-be basis because a
farmer is not familiar with computer things. It could be minimized the management
effort and cost for the system. The computing servers are located in cloud system
which could be accessed anywhere. Therefore, a user (maybe farmer) could
monitor his fields or storages at home.

Figure 2. System concept

OFIS supports server-based data processing, service-oriented architecture, and
virtualized cloud system. Steinberger et al. (2009) presented advantages of serverbased data processing and service-oriented architecture. They are as in the
following. The main advantages of server-based data processing were 1. less
manual data treatment, 2. utilization of powerful server hardware for processing
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and storing data, 3. flexible update without update issues, 4. improvement of
reusability of data, and 5. independency from farm PC. The advantages of serviceoriented architecture were 1. real data networking, 2. separation of different
functions into sing services, 3. various strategies for farm management software, 4.
adoption of farm management software for specific single farm needs, 5. increase
in quality of function because of specialized service companies, 6. lower software
cost from farmers because of competition in functionality and 7. availability of
farming data for other application. Therefore, this approach would be worth to try.

3.2. Requirements Based on Preliminary Survey
There was a preliminary survey to evaluate the informatization status of
farmers and to draw a strategy to develop OFIS in 2012 (Kwon et al., 2014). The
survey questionnaire with 19 questions about the degree of IT devices such as
computers and smartphones and their utilization were developed. The survey
questioned 3 groups of farmers in Gyounggi Province and analyzed statistically by
the χ2 test. The some important results were shown in following.

3.2.1. Inconvenience in using PC
In the survey, there was a question to ask inconveniences in using PC. The
result was shown in Table 5. The main inconvenience was ‘slow speed of computer’
and the two possible reasons - improper management and low physical
specification - were identified. Since it is a well-known fact that most farmers have
limited computer skills, the first reason was quite reasonable. It could be a reason
to adopt cloud computing technology in agricultural area because one of
advantages of cloud computing is less manageable effort. However, 30% of
surveyees answered that ‘Internet disconnection’ was also an inconvenience.
Although the disconnection didn’t mean that it is impossible to connect the Internet,
cloud computing would be useless thing when a user could not connect to the
Internet. Therefore, it would need a function to process data when it could not
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connect to the Internet.

Table 5. Inconveniences encountered when using computers (Kwon et al., 2014)
Back-to-theClassification

farm
(A)

Slow Computer

a)

Active

General

group farmers
Group (B)

Weighted

farmers
a)

group(C)

a)

average b)

42.6

52.0

39.5

45.2

29.8

28.0

28.9

28.9

Frequent failure

4.3

12.0

13.2

9.7

Others

4.3

14.0

2.6

7.4

No

23.4

8.0

10.5

14.1

Speed
Internet
disconnection

a)

(Response frequency by each group/Number of total respondents by each group)

x 100(%)
b)

Standard persons surveyed by each group (A: 47, B: 50, C: 38) Weighted average

(%)

3.2.2. Low levels of awareness of the national agricultural
information system
There was a question about the national agricultural information systems.
Most farmers did not visit often the national agriculture information systems
provided by EPIS (Korea agency of education, promotion and information service
in food, agriculture, forestry and fishery), RDA (rural development administration),
and MAFR (ministry of agriculture, food and rural affairs). The result showed that
even active farmer group was unaware of the national agricultural information
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system and they didn’t care about the information supported by the systems. From
the result, it could be useful to provide integrated information which was collected
from the agricultural information systems.

Table 6. Levels of awareness, usefulness and reliability of the national agriculture
information (Kwon et al., 2014)
Levels of awareness and
usefulness a)
Classification

Active farmers

Level of reliability b)

(B)

General
farmers (C)

Active
farmers (B)

General
farmers (C)

FoodSafety

60.0(6.0)

36.8 (10.5)

3.4

3.3

GAP

44.0(12.0)

39.5 (15.8)

3.4

3.3

Farm2Table

10.0(0.0)

13.2 (2.6)

3.2

2.9

NCPMS

34.0(16.0)

31.6 (15.8)

3.5

3.3

a)

Percentage of response: Percent of knowing persons (Percent of frequent users)

b)

Likert’s 5 pts scale (Strongly unreliable 1, Slightly unreliable 2, Neutral: 3,

Slightly reliable 4, Strongly reliable: 5)

3.2.3. Internet Accessibility
What most surveyee to do using computer or smartphone was to access web
site for reading news or finding information. 80.7 % of surveyees used computers
for access web site and 54.1% of surveyees could access the Internet using
smartphone. Based on this result, the survey was concluded that the web-based
agricultural information system in the Internet has the strengths and it could be
accessed by PC and smartphone (Kwon et al., 2014).
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3.3. System Design
3.3.1. Conceptual Architecture
The basic concept of OFIS is that a virtual machine covers a farm. All
functions for farm management are executed on the single virtual machine. It has
its own database, web server and FMIS. The data for farm management can be
collected from sensor networks of the local farm or agricultural information
systems using data exchange standards. Since the FMIS supports external service
interfaces, an external service can provide extra functions which are not
implemented in the FMIS. From the point of view of a farmer, he always connects
to the OFIS FRONT which is an entrance point of the OFIS. OFIS FRONT
provides a farmer with a link to connect his own FMIS. It seems like there is an
FMIS.

Figure 3. Conceptual Architecture

This concept enables OFIS to scale out. When it is necessary to upgrade a
system for any reason like increasing users or increasing data, there are two ways
to upgrade a system. One is vertical scaling which refers to adding better or more
resources, changing an operating server to a more expensive and robust server. The
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other is horizontal scaling which refers to adding more servers with similar
resource with the operating server. The former called scaling up, while the latter
called scaling out. Obviously, a server with faster processors or multiple processors
and maxed out on RAM could handle more traffic and provide better performance
than a less powerful machine, so vertical scaling is usually the first step needed to
increase capacity. However, the price of server exponentiates by the performance.
On the other hands, the horizontal scaling distributes the load over multiple
machines. The horizontal scaling could give an easy way to upgrade the system
because what to do is just adding machines. However, it is hard to design the
horizontal scalable system and to implement it. In OFIS concept, a virtual server
handles only one farm. Whenever a new farmer wants to use OFIS, a new virtual
machine, which has all FMIS services, can be added in the cloud.

3.3.2. Functional Architecture
OFIS supports various functions to process data for farm management. Figure
4 shows a functional architecture diagram of OFIS. OFIS has two main user
interfaces. The first interface is OFIS FRONT which is a web site. To use OFIS,
every user should connect to OFIS FRONT. It provides an introduction to OFIS,
some functions for communication such as announcement, bulletin boards for
question and answer, and video conference between users (farmer, experts,
researchers and others) and entrance for OFIS FMIS. The second interface is OFIS
FMIS. It supports various functions for farm management such as environmental
monitoring, work management, financial management and crop growth models. It
was implemented as a web application.
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Figure 4. Functional architecture of OFIS

OFIS has several internal services: video conference service, expert system,
data collection service, data sharing service, and service catalog for external
service. The video conference service uses a commercial product of Elimnet Co.,
LTD. which supports 10 user concurrent connections, electronic blackboard, real
time file sharing, video recording, etc.. OFIS support an expert system that
recommends tasks that is most suitable for weather information and the state of the
farm applying the concept of data mining to analyze many farming diaries written
by several farmers. While the data is processed, the fuzzy logic is used. When this
expert system is successfully developed, there is an advantage to share know-how
and cultivation techniques of farmers and the meta-data (Yang et al., 2014).
In terms of interoperability, data collection service and data sharing service
support data exchange between OFIS and other systems. For example, most
agricultural data were generated on the field and the data should be transferred to
the OFIS for data processing. The data collection service could help to collect data
from multi-type data sources. On other the hand, the data sharing service provides
an interface to access internal information. If an external service provider acquires
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access privilege, it is possible to get the information stored in database of OFIS
FMIS. Since it is impossible to develop a fully functional FMIS without a large
software development project (Nikkilä et al., 2010), it is necessary to interact with
external services supporting functions which were not implemented on the FMIS.
The OFIS FMIS provides four methods to interact with external services. The
external service could be a sensor network measuring environmental factors or
crop growth parameters, an Open API of agricultural information services operated
by the government or companies, and exclusive software following data exchange
standards.

3.4. OFIS Cloud Service Model
There are three of the most basic cloud service models: Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS).
OFIS also consisted of these three service models. Figure 5 shows OFIS cloud
service model. At the bottom, there is a server farm which is a collection of
computer servers.

Figure 5. Cloud service model of OFIS
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3.4.1. OFIS Infrastructure as a Service
The first service model is OFIS IaaS. IaaS is the most basic cloud model
which provides computing resources using virtual machines. It could include
storages, load balancer, virtual network, and software bundles. OFIS IaaS provides
virtual machines by XenServer (6.2, Citrix Systems, Inc., USA) which is an open
source virtualization platform for managing cloud. XenServer utilizes the powerful
open-source Project Xen Hypervisor and it is designed for efficient management of
Windows and Linux Virtual Machines (VMs) and delivers cost-effective server
consolidation and business continuity. OFIS IaaS could support two possible
options. First, a user could install proprietary software and use it. Second, a service
provider could execute an external service. Since the service could execute on the
same network with service consumers, it could guarantee quality of service.
Figure 6 shows a use case of OFIS IaaS which proprietary software to
communicate with a local weather station executed on a virtual machine. The
software was developed to show local weather information measured by a weather
station at the farm (Kim et al., 2014). Although the software was implemented on a
personal computer, it could be executed on a virtual machine and it could be
accessed by a personal computer or a smart device.

Figure 6. Use case of OFIS IaaS
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3.4.2. OFIS Platform as a Service
The second service model is OFIS PaaS. PaaS is a service model delivering a
computing platform including operating system, software execution environment,
and database. On the platform service, a developer can develop an application and
execute it. OFIS supports data collection service, data sharing service and external
service environment as PaaS. The data collection service could collect data from
multi-type data source. The data collection service works based on a data
processing model which could be set by a configuration file. Section 5 explains the
detail. The data sharing service is a kind of OpenAPI which make it possible to
access internal data of OFIS FMIS. A service provider, who wants to access user
data to make a personalized service, can use this service. Section 6 describes how it
works. Although OFIS FMIS has lots of functions to manage a farm, it definitely
needs more functions to satisfy users’ needs. The external service environment can
provide a platform to support extra functions which were developed by service
providers. An external service following OFIS interface could be rendered and
executed on the OFIS FMIS. Section 7 describes the detail of the external service
environment.

3.4.3. OFIS Software as a Service
The last service model is OFIS SaaS. SaaS provides software or a web
application without the need to buy and install them in specific machines. Cloud
provider can install and operate the applications in the cloud and users can use
them with a web browser or cloud clients. In terms of SaaS, OFIS support two web
applications: OFIS FRONT and OFIS FMIS. As stated above, OFIS FRONT is a
service for communication with OFIS users and OFIS FMIS is a service supporting
various functions for farm management. Both services were implemented as a web
application. Figure 7 shows sensor observation monitoring function of OFIS FMIS.
It shows detail observations of sensor nodes based on Google Maps. Besides, there
are more functions for farm management on OFIS FMIS.
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Figure 7. Sensor observation monitoring function of OFIS FMIS

3.5. Evaluation of OFIS architecture
OFIS is an integrated FMIS to support multiple farms based on its scalable
and interoperable platform design. It consisted of various components from a small
embedded system transferring farm-level data to an FMIS which is installed in the
cloud. OFIS could handle OGS SOS standard and four OpenAPI services and
support external service. These characteristics could help to add value to OFIS that
users could utilize extra or future-developed functions and varied information.
OFIS can be a convenient platform to provide various services to farmers.
Since there is no performance index to evaluate a FMIS, it is hard to evaluate
this kind of system quantitatively. As a method of qualitative analysis, the
characteristics of this system were compared with requirements of FMIS.
Murakami et al. (2007) were summarized 10 requirements based on previous
researches. Table 7 shows whether a requirement was supported or not and
descriptions for the requirement.
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Table 7. Comparisons between OFIS and requirements of Murakami et al. (2007)
No.

Requirement

1

Design for needs of
a farmer

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Supported

Description

○

The external service interface was
designed to support various functions for
farm management. And it could support a
personalized service for a certain user.

○

Simple model, view, and application
service could provide their own graphical
user interface. Especially, the simple model
and view service could support predefined
simple interfaces.

○

The agricultural data collector could
support functions for automated data
processing.

△

Currently, OFIS has no function to control
a machine or equipment. However, it could
be supported by an external service.

○

There is an expert system to suggest daily
farming work in OFIS. And OFIS Front
supports a bulletin board for question and
answer and video conference with experts.

Integrated and
standardized system

○

The user interfaces of OFIS are OFIS
FRONT and OFIS FMIS. They are web
applications which are familiar to users.

Easy and seamless
interoperability

○

OFIS has data collection service and data
sharing service. Both services follow
standards for data exchange.

Scalability of
system

○

All OFIS services work on virtual
machines and the virtual machine can be
scaled out by adding physical servers.

△

OFIS follows standards for data exchange.
And the data format for external service
was also opened. It could not handle metadata automatically.

○

Since OFIS is operated on virtual machine
in the cloud, initial investment was low and
management cost was also low.

Simple and friendly
user interface

Automated method
for data processing
Complete control
for farm machinery
and equipment
Offering expert
knowledge

Meta-data for data
interchange

Low cost
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4. Embedded
System
Using
Sensor
Observation Service for Farm Level Data
Collection
4.1. Introduction
Acquisition of local weather information is an important issue in crop
production. The Auto Weather Station (AWS) that measures automatically remote
area weather information has been used for collecting site specific weather
information in agriculture (Ley and Muzzy, 1992; Pierce and Elliott, 2008). An
AWS reads data from various meteorological sensors and deals with the measured
data such as wind speed and direction, temperature and solar radiation, etc. Various
sensors and sensor networks have been developed and distributed for agricultural
purposes with development of sensors and communication technology (Lee et al.,
2010; Wang et al., 2006). The weather information from the sensor network have
values to farmers, but integration of the AWS information with Agricultural
Information System (AIS) or Farm Management Information System (FMIS)
would provide value-added to consumers and agricultural product market.
Weather data have been used in agricultural models since the early 1970s, and
each weather database developer has used whichever storage mechanism and data
structure seemed best to them at the time (Ninomiya et al., 2002). It caused
diversity of storage systems and structures of weather data.
To integrate information, it is important to share a common interface because
the systems are composed of heterogeneous sensors and their networks. Ninomiya
et al. (2002) noticed that it was difficult to access weather data from heterogeneous
weather databases because of their different format and method of access.
Steinberger et al. (2009) pointed out that a large number of existing systems
generate a variety of data formats and interfaces with many required manual steps,
while processing data just converts data from one format to another.
Many researchers have tried to solve these problems by their own methods.
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Neményi et al. (2003) used a text file contained readable data instead of a binary
file which could be opened by a specific software. Gigan and Atkinson (2007)
developed a Sensor Abstraction Layer (SAL) as a middleware architectures
supporting consistent and uniform view of heterogeneous sensor networks. Kim et
al. (2013d) developed a middleware to support three different interfaces – File I/O
interface, SQL interface and HTTP interface. Although these approaches were quite
practical and direct, it was hard to have expandability and compatibility.
Another solution is to follow a well-known standard. There are three wellknown standards for sensor network including: the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 1451 Smart Transducer Interface Standards, the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Network Sensor Standard,
and the Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) Sensor Web Enablement (SWE)
initiative (Song and Lee, 2009; Lee and Reichardt, 2005; Sheth et al., 2008;
Peizhao et al., 2007).
The OGC is an international industry consortium of 481 companies,
government agencies and universities participating in a consensus process to
develop publicly available interface standards (OGC, 2012). The OGC started the
Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative which is a framework to enable real time
integration of heterogeneous sensor networks. It has a web-based interface which
makes it suitable for integrating with web applications. The Sensor Observation
Service (SOS), which is a part of SWE, defines a web service interface which
allows querying observations, sensor metadata, as well as representations of
observed features (Na and Priest, 2007). It is a kind of middleware between the
physical sensor networks and the software clients. Many researchers and
companies have implemented it (Chen et al., 2009; Fairgrieve et al., 2009; Henson
et al., 2009). However, the existing systems were developed on the assumption that
they would be operated on high-powered computers.
This study was initiated from a project to develop an FMIS for orchard
farming. The FMIS usually requires various types of information including the
weather information which have to be delivered to the system without the human
intervention. As stated above, automation should be accomplished by various
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techniques. To obtain interoperability and compatibility, it is necessary to follow a
standard. The objective of this paper is to develop a middleware layer supporting a
subset of SOS on an embedded system and to apply it to a weather station.

4.2. Materials and Methods
4.2.1. Agricultural Environmental Monitoring System
There are agricultural environmental monitoring systems which observe
various environmental factors using weather station, various sensors, or
agricultural mobile machine. Figure 8 shows an example of data flow for
environmental monitoring system. At first stage, weather station and sensor nodes
transfer measured values through various protocols such as RS232, Local Area
Network (LAN), Bluetooth, and so on. The values are collected by a data logger or
a data acquisition device and they are saved in a server for an analysis. Finally, the
data can be accessed through web service or exclusive software.

Figure 8. Data processing sequence of general environmental monitoring systems.
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4.2.2. Design Considerations
The middleware should provide two main functions – gathering weather data
from a weather station and sending the data on demand. There were several
considerations to implement two main functions.
1.

It is important to lower the cost for practical use.

2.

It should follow a standard to obtain interoperability and compatibility.

3.

The gathering process should be operated on a regular basis.

4.

The responding time to a request should be as short as possible because this
will maximize the efficiency.

5.

It should be a stable service.
To satisfy above considerations, the SOS standard was adopted and

implemented on a low-powered embedded system.

4.2.3. Sensor Observation Service
The SOS (Na and Priest, 2007) is the one in the family of standards and
specifications which makes up the OGC SWE initiative. It provides a standardized
interface for managing and retrieving metadata and observations from
heterogeneous sensor systems.
The SOS defines three operation profiles: core profile, transaction profile and
enhanced profile.

The core profile has three mandatory operations:

GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, and GetObservation. The GetCapabilities is an
operation to support basic metadata about the capabilities provided by the service.
The DescribeSensor operation allows to access sensor specification using Sensor
Model Language (SensorML) or Transducer Markup Language (TML). The
GetObservation operation is used to access stored data. It is designed to query a
service to retrieve observation data structured according to Observation and
Measurement specification (O&M). The transaction profile contains two operations
– RegisterSensor and InsertObservation - for communicating other services. The
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last profile has six operations to provide richer interactive interfaces.
Figure 9 illustrates a sequence diagram of SOS operation. At first, a consumer
inspects the observation offerings by GetCapabilities operation. The consumer calls
the DescribeSensor operation to retrieve detailed sensor metadata in SensorML or
TML. At the next stage, consumer calls the GetObservation operation to retrieve
the observation.

Figure 9. SOS operation sequence diagram.

The SOS should be serviced as a web service via the Web. The web service
implies a different concept, when compared to web pages and web-based
applications which are designed to be accessed by humans. The web service is
intended to be exclusively accessed by machines. Usually a web service is
implemented using Extensible markup language (XML).
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) (Fielding et al., 1999) is a requestresponse protocol for World Wide Web. It enables communications between a
client and server. There are two commonly used methods – GET and POST - for a
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request-response. The GET method sends a query string in the URL of a GET
request, whereas the POST method sends a query string in the HTTP message body
of a POST request. As shown in Fig. 10, the SOS adopts these two methods as well.

Figure 10. GetObservation operation examples of HTTP/GET and HTTP/POST
methods.

4.2.4. Architecture Design
The middleware has the ability to interact with three parts while it consists of
five classes. The three parts are weather station, mini-SD card and the consumer.
The weather station could measure six meteorological factors every minute and
transfer the measured data to the middleware part. After data processing, they could
be stored on a mini-SD card. A software, called SOS client, is exclusively designed
for the consumer. When a request is sent by the consumer, the middleware part can
give a proper response or submit an error message.
The five classes are SensorObservationService, WebServer, ObservationCache,
SDClass, and Configuration. SensorObservationService class can process the SOS
message and make a proper response using XML. WebServer handles HTTP
protocol, parse HTTP requests and call the SenserObservationService class to
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process it. It receives the response from SensorObservationService class afterwards
and sends it back to the consumer. ObservationCache class could save 60
observations in its memory. WeatherStation could ask to save an observation to
ObservationCache while SensorObservationService asks to search the observations.
SDClass supports the interfaces to access a file system on a SD card. Lastly, the
Configuration class could load configuration from the SD card using SDClass and
give the metadata of the sensor system to SensorObservationService class. A
schematic view of the architecture of implemented middleware can be observed in
Fig. 11.

Figure 11. Architecture of middleware.

4.2.5. Weather Station
A weather station prototype was made and adopted to evaluate the developed
middleware. It could measure six meteorological factors – temperature, relative
humidity, wind speed, wind direction, precipitation and solar radiation. Relative
humidity and temperature were respectively measured by a capacitive sensor
element and band-gap sensor, embedded in a temperature/humidity sensor (SHT 10,
Sensirion Inc., Switzerland). A weather sensor assembly (Weather Sensor
Assembly p/n 80422, Argent Data Systems Inc., USA) was used to measure wind
speed, wind direction and rainfall. Wind speed was measured by a cup-type
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anemometer. A wind speed of 2.4 km/h activates an inner switch and makes
contacts every one second. Wind direction was varied by anemoscope’s angles.
When angle was changed, inner resistance was also changed which in turns, led to
a change in the output voltage. A rain gauge sensor is a self-emptying tipping
bucket type sensor. A pyranometer (SP-110, Apogee Instruments Inc., USA) was
used to measure the solar radiation.

4.2.6. Arduino Platform
Figure 12 shows an Arduino (Arduino Mega 2560, SmartProjects, Italy) board
and the extension module. The Arduino board was a microcontroller board based
on the ATmega2560. It has 8KB SRAM, 4KB EEPROM, 256KB Flash Memory,
54 digital input/output pins, 16 analog inputs, and a USB connection. An embedded
network module (WIZ812MJ, WIZnet Co., Ltd., Korea) supporting Ethernet
communication and mini-SD card I/O operation was used. A 4G mini-SD card was
also used for data storage. Arduino is not just an embedded board, but also an
open-source electronics prototyping platform which supports the development
environment based on processing and lots of libraries. Ethernet library, SD library,
and Webduino 1.7 library were used for networking, file I/O operations, and
processing HTTP, respectively.

Figure 12. Arduino board and extension module.
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4.3. Results
4.3.1. Implementation
The middleware part was implemented by C++ programming language. The
C++ programming language has object-oriented features which provide clear
modular structures and make it easy to maintain and modify the source code. The
five classes were designed to have their own attributes and methods and decoupled
with other classes. Therefore, it is not needed to change all source codes to add a
function. For example, if the use of another storage is required, the only thing to do
is to implement a driver class to replace the SDClass class.
A subset of SOS operations was implemented. The SOS defines three core
operations, two transaction operations and seven enhanced operations. The core
operations are mandatory whereas the other operations are optional. The
middleware layer should operate on an embedded system. Since it is more
important to operate well than to have rich operations, three core operations were
implemented.
The middleware only supports HTTP/GET method. As stated above, an SOS
operation using HTTP/POST method should use XML message body. However,
XML is too flexible to parse it using a low-powered embedded board. In addition,
it is hard to find XML libraries for embedded systems.
ObservationCache class was important in terms of efficiency. It could save a
certain number of observations in memory. When WeatherStation class asks to save
an observation, it can save it in the memory and ask the SDClass to save the
observation to SD card. This process could make ObservationCache class keep the
same observations in memory and SD card. When SensorObservationService class
asks to get the observations, ObservationCache class searches them from the
memory. If it fails, ObservationCache class tries to find them from the SD card.
The access speed of random access memory is much faster than the access speed of
SD card. This algorithm was very helpful to improve the responsibility.
When SensorObservationService class asks the ObservationCache class to
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find the observations, ObservationCache starts to search observations in the
memory. This search used a sequential search algorithm because there were only 60
records in memory and there was a high probability to search the latest
observations. When it fails to find the observations in the memory, a modified
binary search algorithm is adopted to search the observations from files. All
observations are saved sequentially to a text file on a daily basis. Because the
record size was known, it was possible to calculate the start position of the target
observations. However, the calculation could be incorrect if data loss occurs
because of a power failure or any other reasons. At that time, ObservationCache
class could try to find the start position using the binary search algorithm.
XML generating was not as difficult as XML parsing because a response of an
SOS request used fixed formats. Therefore, it is possible to use the templates which
were all stored in the flash memory instead of SD card because of access speed. A
template consists of many lines, while each line was divided into three parts –
prefix, content, and postfix. The content part involved a numerical value which was
related to the real data, but the prefix and the postfix were just constant string.
When it generates a real response, the content part could be replaced with the real
data and concatenate with prefix and postfix parts.

4.3.2. Evaluation
The three core operations of the SOS were evaluated using Firefox (21.0,
Mozilla, USA) web browser and Firebug (1.11.4, Mozilla, USA) extension. Figure
13 demonstrates that a response of GetCapabilities operation was represented using
well-formed XML with the response time of 1.08 s.
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Figure 13. Sample response of GetCapabilities operation.
Figure 14 also shows that a response of DescribeSensor operation was
represented using SensorML in which the response time was about 830 ms.

Figure 14. Sample response of DescribeSensor operation.

The response of GetObservation operation, unlike above two operations, was
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dynamic depending on the parameters of GetObservation operation. Table 8 shows
GetObservation operation results. As can be observed, the response times are
different according to the conditions. The first request asking to get the last
observation was the fastest. The response with 30 observations on cache was faster
than observation on a file. The last test was a kind of mass data test. The data size
was about 35KB which is 8 times bigger than 30 observations response size.
Otherwise, the response time was about twice.

Table 8. Response times of GetObservation operation by conditions.

Conditions

Response
time

Latest one

30

30

500

observation on

observations

observations

observations

cache

on cache

on a file

on 2 files

0.944 s

1.27 s

1.68 s

3.44s

4.4. Discussion
The middleware worked without any error and the response time was short as
much as it could not prevent to collect data. However, compliance tests are
required to ensure if it is compliant with OGC standards. The OGC Compliance
Testing Program is an ongoing initiative that developers test for OGC standards.
Those tests are available for online test (OGC, 2012). The developed middleware
could not pass the compliance test because it uses HTTP/POST method for
DescribeSensor and GetObservation operation tests. The cost to interpret an XML
message is very expensive for an embedded system. It may need a kind of minimal
compliance test for embedded system.
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4.5. Summary
Since various heterogeneous sensor networks for agriculture have been
developed, it has been emphasized to integrate the sensor networks and to obtain a
high-interoperability level. It is important to follow a standard to achieve these
requirements. The SOS of OGC is a well-known standard with web-based
interfaces. In this study, the middleware layer supporting a subset of SOS
operations was developed. The subset of SOS included three core operations –
GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, and GetObservation. HTTP/POST method was
not supported because it is heavy to parse XML on embedded system. To make it
operate on a low-powered embedded board, several optimization techniques were
used. As a result, the responses were well-formed and there was no syntax error.
The response time was 3.44 seconds when 500 observations were delivered from
two files. It seldom affected measurement process. In addition, the only thing to
add new sensors was to update an ObservationCache class and template files.
Therefore, the middleware layer was flexible to be applied to other sensor networks.
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5. Data Exchange
Interface

Platform

Using

Open

5.1. Introduction
Rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT) has
influenced in all areas including agricultural area. In early stages, the advantage of
ICT was not clear. It just helped financial accounting or it was believed that it
might give some potential gains (Batte, 2005; Rolfe et al., 2003). The computer
system has gradually occupied an important position in agricultural area and it has
been used in various areas from a tiny sensor node to farm management
information system (FMIS) (Nash et al., 2009a; Lee et al., 2010; Schuster et al.,
2011; Kaloxylos et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2013b).
Ballantyne et al. (2010) described the ICT brought trends influencing
agricultural area. First, pervasive computing and low-cost connectivity were
transforming the agricultural research ways. Second, massive processing power has
been accessible through cloud computing service. Third, it increased ability to
collect, analyze, and reuse massive, distributed collections of data. Forth,
individuals have been increasingly able to create and manage information and
knowledge. Nowadays, agriculture has been a kind of knowledge-intensive
industry because it needed financial, environmental, biological, and technical
information. Agricultural data processing often deals with various data sets
including environmental data like weather and soil data, GPS data, image data and
worker observations. The information should be provided accurate, timely and easy
manner. To achieve this, it is important to exchange data between various systems
such as agricultural information systems (AIS) or FMISs.
Variety is one of the important characteristics in agricultural data. To make a
decision, it has no choice but to process many types and amount of data like local
weather, soil information, yield map, GPS data, pest and disease information, crop
price, and so on. Steinberger et al. (2009) also pointed out that the heterogeneous
data structures of many agricultural systems for data acquisition, GIS-based field
indexing, different documentation tasks and precision farming applications resulted
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in a variety of data formats and interfaces. Data Volume is also important
characteristic. Luck et al. (2013) studied the volume of agricultural data. According
to their research, the volume of agricultural machinery data could increase from
1.77 MB/ac to 14.4 MB/ac and the resolution of precision agriculture also increases.
The characteristics would be reinforced as management processes in agriculture
become more complex by implementing precision farming technologies and also
by bigger farms, machinery sharing and contracting work (Steinberger et al., 2009).
There was a survey to investigate the state of the art data exchange in
agriculture in Europe. Some Western European and Northern European countries
could be considered as rather well data integrated countries. In most of the
countries, databases for registering land parcels were shifting towards open
systems, portals or shared databases, where others could have access. Common
public systems were relatively open compared to private systems. But still many
systems and databases were closed (Holster et al., 2011). There were some
researches for data exchange between agricultural systems or mobile machineries.
Murakami et al. (2007) proposed an agricultural system infrastructure based on
service oriented architecture. It had a reference architecture, a standard language
for data exchange between systems and services based on XML, and a service bus
as a message-oriented middleware for connection with web services. Kaivosoja et
al. (2014) developed a task controller prototype with an ISOBUS-compatible
process data messages to utilize multiple external data from different sources
during a spraying operation. It was emphasized that the development of technical
standards for the data exchange in the agricultural domain was important. In Korea,
Shim et al. (2009) suggested that an agricultural data exchange solution to use
Open API web service in the new paradigm of web 2.0. The government and
commodity groups have generated the information and distribute it to help the
farmer. However, there are no enough researches to exchange agricultural data or to
utilize the data.
This study was initiated from a project to build Open Farm Information
System (OFIS) which was an integrated system for farm management based on
cloud computing technologies. The OFIS was designed to communicate with other
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information systems. There was a need for a general method to collect data from
various data sources including sensor network and AISs. And it also needed to
share internal data to get better services from other information systems. The
objective of this study was to develop data exchange platform for OFIS. Data
exchange platform consisted of two services – data collection service and data
sharing service. The former was based on data collection procedure and the latter
was based on data sharing interface.

5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Data Exchange Standards
There are some benefits to follow open standards. It makes easy for systems
from different parties to interoperate and communicate with other system. It might
be possible to expand functions of other applications or to develop mixed solutions
from multiple vendors. From a user standpoint, it gives a chance not to be
dependent on a specific application or a specific vendor. Schmitz et al. (2009a) said
that a standardized system for data exchange offers new possibilities for
information-directed agricultural production increasing sustainability and keeping
adversary effects to the environment at a minimum.
According to Nash et al. (2009b), there were five standards for transfer of
agricultural data – ISO 11783, AgroXMl, AgXML, eDAPLOS, and EDI-Teelt and
AgroXML provided useful content list for specifying particular item. Steinberger et
al. (2009) selected AgroXML as a data format to transfer to the computer of the
farmer because there were already a lot of useful constructs. AgroXML is a
standardized language for data exchange in agriculture. It is based on the
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) using XML Schema as its definition
language. It developed by agricultural software makers, machinery companies,
service providers and the Association for Technology and Structures in Agriculture
(KTBL) in Germany (Schmitz et al., 2009b). It is possible to make an extension.
Abrahão and Hirakawa (2009) developed an extension of AgroXML for the sugar
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cane operations which were different with the standard operations considered in the
AgroXML.
Other standards have not gained a large market share, and most are largely
national efforts (Nash et al., 2009b). However, ISO 11783 was an exception. ISO
11783 is a standard for the method and format of transfer of data between sensors,
actuators, control elements and information storage and display units, whether
mounted on, or part of, the tractor or implement (ISO, 2007). Especially, ISO
11783-10 defines a communication format between FMIS and a task-controller.
The standards of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) could be used for
agricultural sensor network. Nash et al. (2009a) presented work on applying
standards from OGC and related initiatives to automate agricultural data processing.
Although there might be some disadvantages to use OGC standards for agricultural
data flow, there were several advantages. For example, a complementary set of
standardized multi-purpose interfaces and many implementations are available.
Sensor Model Language (SensorML) and Observations and Measurements (O&M)
are standards of OGC. SensorML is the general model and XML encodings for
sensors and observation processing. It provides a common framework for any
process and process chain, but is particularly well-suited for the description of
sensor and systems and the processing of sensor observations (Botts and Robin,
2007). O&M is a standard which defines an XML implementation of schemas for
observations and for features involved in sampling when making observations (Cox,
2011). These two standards are data format standards for OGC Sensor Web
Enablement (SWE) for establishing interfaces and protocols for sensor web.
Data format evolved from being markup and display-oriented to support metadata described the structural attributes of the information (Nurseitov et al., 2009).
XML and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) are representative data interchange
formats.
XML is a subset of the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and
describes a class of data objects called XML documents. Each XML document has
both a logical and a physical structure. Physically, the document is composed of
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units called entities. An entity may refer to other entities to cause their inclusion in
the document. A document begins in a “root” or document entity. Logically, the
document is composed of declarations, elements, comments, character references,
and processing instructions, all of which are indicated in the document by explicit
markup (Bray et al., 1998). To sum up, XML is a language used for creating
documents consisted of user-defined tags and data.
JSON is also designed as a data interchange format. It is a lightweight, textbased, language-independent data interchange format. It was derived from the
ECMAScript Programming Language Standard. It defines a small set of formatting
rules for the portable representation of structured data (Crockford, 2006). It is
human readable and easy for machine to parse and use. It is usually used to
transmit data between a server and web application like XML.
In agricultural area, XML and JSON were used in a various applications. Han
et al. (2012) developed CropScape web service which offers functions to query,
visualize, disseminate, and analyze crop and other specific land cover classification
data. The CropScape used XML based standards of Open Geospatial Consortium
(OGC), and JSON as data format. Arroqui et al. (2012) also developed a web
service-enabled whole farm simulator accessed from Android smartphone. It used
an XML-based Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) which is a protocol for
exchanging information in a decentralized, distributed environment. White et al.
(2013) provided an overview of the International Consortium for Agricultural
Systems Applications (ICASA) Version 2.0 standard for describing experiments.
JSON was used to store actual data describing an experiment. And there are lots of
other researchers using XML or JSON as a data format (Heindl et al., 2010; Rafoss
et al., 2010; Schuster et al., 2011; Kubicek et al., 2013; Montoya et al., 2013).
JSON and XML provided unique strengths, but the importance of performance and
resource utilization must be understood for choosing a data format (Nurseitov et al.,
2009).
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5.2.2. Agricultural Information System with OpenAPI
Agricultural Information System (AIS) is an information system to handle
general agricultural information related to various crops and varieties of each crop,
various agro-inputs, cultivation practices, and farming activities (Chaudhary et al.,
2004). It is also rich source of information being created, maintained and published
for the benefit of farmers and agro-professionals (Laliwala et al., 2006). There are
lots of researches to develop AIS. For example, AgClimate was a web-based
climate forecast and information system that was designed and implemented.
Because the seasonal climate variability is important to know production risks, it
designed to provide information and tools on proactive adaptations to seasonal and
inter-annual climate variability forecasts in the southeastern USA (Fraisse et al.,
2006).
OpenAPI is a word used to describe sets of technologies that enable websites
to interact with each other by using web technologies (WIKIPEDIA, 2014b). It was
not designed to give information to human but to provide information to machine.
It is possible to develop a new service using the OpenAPI service. There is a web
site named “Public Data Portal” which provides information of OpenAPI services
which was supported by Korean government. There is information of 7,776 data
sets and 563 Open API services provided by 786 organizations (MOSPA, 2014).
Nowadays, Open API service is getting spotlight. The most important reason is that
it makes possible to build a mashup. The mashup is a web page or an application
uses content from more than one source to create a single new service displayed in
a single graphical interface (WIKIPEDIA, 2014a).
Nowadays, many AISs support Open API to share data of the systems. Four
famous Open API services, which were closely related to agriculture, was selected
– RDA Open API, National Crop Pest Management (NCPMS) Open API service,
weather information service provided by Korean Meteorological Administration
(KMA), and OKDAB Open API service provided by Korean Agency of Education,
Promotion and Information Service in Food, Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(EPIS). RDA Open API service supports general information about agriculture
which includes agricultural technologies, schedule of farm work, know-how of pest
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and disease control and so on. Although NCPMS is also operated by RDA, it is a
specialized service of pest and disease information. NCPMS Open API services 15
functions to search pest and disease information and 4 functions to predict pest and
disease. KMA weather service support local weather information which includes
ambient temperature, relative humidity, sky condition, wind speed and direction,
etc. OKDAB OpenAPI service mainly handles crop price. There are 11 services
related to crop price among 19 services. Although they are called “Open API
service”, their services were different not only their contents, but also techniques
which they use or intended for a service consumer to use. The only common thing
is that all services use the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which is a
fundamental protocol of the Internet. They use different data formats and different
technical characteristics as summarized in Table 9.

Table 9. Summary of data formats and methods of agricultural Open API services
Service

Format

Technical characteristics

RDA

XML and HTML mixed

Web service, AJAX

NCMPS

XML

RESTful web service, AJAX

KMA

RSS (XML)

RSS

OKDAB

XML

Web service

All OpenAPI support XML as a data format, because KMA weather service
uses Rich Site Summary (RSS) which is a standard web feed format based on XML.
The XML is a standard format defined in the XML 1.0 Specification produced by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). It is quite general to use XML document
for an Open API Service because it consisted of tag and content is both humanreadable and machine-readable. However, HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
is not in proper format for an Open API Service. The HTML was designed to
describe how to display content of the HTML document.
Data format of the RDA OpenAPI service was a mixed document of XML and
HTML. For example, the data format of crop management manual service, which
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was one of RDA Open API services, was shown in Fig.15. The upper side showed
an actual display of the service and the bottom side showed the content of the
service. The data format of the content was a HTML document. It meant that the
RDA Open API service is good to display the content, not to develop a mashup
using this service.

Figure 15. Mixed data format of RDA Open API service

Two services used Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). The services
used AJAX usually supported graphical contents like map because it is a web
development technique used on the client-side to create asynchronous Web
application.
Each service had its technical characteristics. It is not different to connect and
to get content of a web service or a web page, but their usages are different. The
web page consists of content and display description, but the web service usually
has only content.
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5.2.3. Data Groups for Sharing
Farm management information system (FMIS) is defined as a planned system
for the collecting, processing, storing and disseminating of data in the form of
information needed to carry out the operations functions of the farm (Sørensen et
al., 2010). It could exchanges data with various sensors, mobile farm machineries,
and other information services in the Internet. Open Farm Information System
(OFIS) is an integrated farm management system which was implemented as web
application in the cloud. OFIS should communicate with other agricultural
information systems. It meant that it needed to support an interface to access its
own data.

Figure 16. Database schema for OFIS FMIS

Figure 16 is a database schematic diagram which shows data tables and their
relations of OFIS FMIS. It contains various data for farm operations and internal
services. To exchange data with other systems, the target data were categorized
four groups. The first group was basic farm information. It included the location of
the farm, contact information, information of crop fields, main crop, and owner
information. The second group of data was local weather information. If the farm
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has its own weather station, it could be utilized to predict crop growth or to make
decisions. The third group was information of sensors which were installed on the
farm. It includes both sensor system description and sensor observations. It was
little bit overlapped with the second group because a weather station was a set of
sensors measuring meteorological factors. However, it was divided because the
weather information was quite important for crop farming. The last group was
working history. An instance of OFIS FMIS could save daily working history of a
farmer and could manage his schedule. Table 10 shows the data groups and their
items.

Table 10. Data groups and items of OFIS FMIS
Groups

Subgroup

Items

Farm Information

name, address, main crop, contacts, and
owner

Farm Information
Fields
Information

type, crop, shape, and description

Weather Station location and status
Description
Local Weather
Weather

Sensor
Information

Working History

temperature, humidity, dew point, rain,
wind (speed/direction), and solar radiation

Sensor
Description

location, type, and status

Sensor
Observation

observed time and value
action, workers, equipment, resource,
income, expense, date, attached file, and
description

5.2.4. Concepts of Data Exchange Platform
Data Exchange Platform consisted of data collection service and data sharing
service. Data collection service was based on data collection procedure which gives
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a general way to collect data from multi-type data sources. Data sharing service
operated based on data sharing interface. It is important to announce how to
acquire data and what kind of data to be acquired from the data sharing service.

5.2.4.1. Data Collection Procedure
Most data sources used standard data transfer protocol like HTTP and
standard data format like XML or HTML. However, the content was defined by
service providers. The method to access data could be same, but the method to
parse data should be different.
Some data needs to be processed. For example, there was an overlap between
the weather forecasts. The previous weather forecast should be deleted because the
new weather forecast could be more precise than previous and the previous forecast
was useless after forecast time.
After data processing, the data needed to get new metadata and it needed
relationships with other saved data in OFIS. For instance, if the price of apple at a
certain joint market was collected, the information of joint market has an identifier
of the system. Because there were pre-defined codes and identifiers, new data
should share the code or the identifier to be used. After establishing a relation
between new data and old data, the new data could be saved.
Based on analysis result, four steps of data collection procedure were
identified. 1. It was retrieved from a data source. 2. It should be parsed and
processed and there could be different processes. 3. It should be mapped with
inside identifiers. 4. And then, it could be saved. Figure 17 shows the data
collection procedure.

Figure 17. Data collection procedure model
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5.2.4.2. Data Sharing Interface
In order to design data sharing interface, various standards were reviewed.
AgroXML was good for basic farm information and work history data groups and
OGC standards were good for local weather and sensor data groups. AgroXML is a
standardized language for data exchange in agriculture. It is based on the
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) using XML Schema as its definition
language. It developed by agricultural software makers, machinery companies,
service providers and the Association for Technology and Structures in Agriculture
(KTBL) in Germany (Schmitz et al., 2009b). OGC standards, so-called OpenGIS
standards, are developed by the OGC, which is an international industry
consortium of 439 companies, government agencies and universities participating
in a consensus process to develop publicly available interface standards for sensor
and sensor network (OGC, 2012).
The representative standards of OGC for data exchange are Sensor Model
Language (SensorML) and Observations and Measurements (O&M). Sensor
Observation Service provides an web-based interface for managing deployed
sensors and retrieving sensor observation data (Na and Priest, 2007). The SOS
defines three operation profiles which contains several operations like
DescribeSensor and GetObservation. The DescribeSensor operation allows to
access sensor specification using Sensor Model Language (SensorML) or
Transducer Markup Language (TML). The GetObservation operation is used to
access stored data. It is designed to query a service to retrieve observation data
structured according to Observation and Measurement specification (O&M). These
standards can cover two data groups – local weather and sensor information.
However, there was no corresponding interface for AgroXML.
The data sharing interface was defined using Representational state transfer
(REST) architecture. REST was introduced by Fielding (2000), one of the
prominent contributors to the HTTP 1.0 and 1.1 specifications. By convention,
HTTP verbs are mapped to retrieving, creating, updating, and removing the
resources specified by the URL. RESTful web services have gained in popularity
because they’re simple to utilize and implement in comparison to protocols such as
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the Simple Object Access Protocol (Cantelon et al., 2012). And, JSON was used as
a service data format. JSON was faster and used fewer resources than its XML
counterpart (Nurseitov et al., 2009). Especially, OFIS FMIS is a web application
which operated on web browser and JavaScript, which is a client-side script on the
web browser, can handle JSON data format easily.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Design and Implementation of Data Exchange
Platform
5.3.1.1. Data Collection Service
The data collection procedure consisted of four steps. Each step should
transfer data to the next step except the last step. OFISBJunk was a class for the
data. It stored data and memorized the last executed routine and its result.
Although the actions of each step were different, the patterns of all steps were
same. All steps received a data junk from previous step and returned a processed
data junk. So each step could have a same parent class called OFISBRoutine.
OFISBRoutine had four children classes – OFISBSource, OFISBProcessor,
OFISBMapper, OFISBSink. OFISBSource was a parent of classes which could
retrieve data from various data sources. OFISBProcessor had children classes
which could parse data, drop data, change encoding of data, transform XML data
format

and

check

data.

OFISBMapper

had

two

children

classes.

OFISBdataMapper could map one row of data to one record of data. However,
there was a data which contained several records in a row. OFISBkvMapper could
separate one row of data to n-records of data. OFISSink represented classes which
could save data. The data could save to two databases or a text file.
Figure 18 shows a class design to implement data collection procedure model.
OFISBee was a main class which could read a configuration file and execute the
configurations. OFISBStream represented a data collection procedure which
consisted of four or more routines which could execute a step.
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Figure 18. Class design to implement data collection procedure model

The data collection service was developed using Python programming
language (2.7.3, Python Software Foundation) which was a widely used generalpurpose, high-level language. It could be executed on any platforms which Python
could be executed. It was tested two major operating systems - Ubuntu (12.04.4,
Linux 3.2.0-57, Canonical Ltd.) and Windows (XP, Microsoft Corporation). All
designed classes were implemented using seven external libraries – MySQL,
psycopg2, ClientCookie, BeautifulSoup, libxml2, libxslt, and serial - and standard
libraries. It was possible to collect data from a web page or a web service using
HTTP protocol, MySQL database, csv format file, and serial data communication
like RS232. It had six types of data processing classes and two types of data
mapping classes. At last, it could save data to PostgresSQL database, MySQL
database, and a text file. Figure 19 shows all implemented classes for each step of
data collection procedure.
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Figure 19. Implemented Classes

The data collection service result could give high flexibility because it could
support a lot of possible combinations of the modules. For example, a combination
of OFISBhttpSource, OFISBxpathParser, OFISBdataMapper and OFISBpgsqlSink
make possible to access XML document of a web service, to parse the document
using XPath, to set proper metadata to the parsed data and to save the data to
PostgreSQL database. It is important that a combination of classes is not for a data
source. Because an instance of OFISBhttpSource could retrieve data from any web
page or any web service and other modules are same. Each combination was
described by a configuration file which was a text file containing sequences of
classes and arguments for execution.

5.3.1.2. Data Sharing Service
The data sharing service was designed as a web service not like traditional
software. The main difference between web service and traditional software lies in
the aspect of loose coupling of the architecture. Instead of building applications
that result in collections of objects or components that are firmly integrated, the
web service is more dynamic and is able to find, retrieve, and invoke a distributed
service dynamically (Murakami et al., 2007). To access four groups of data, 13
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operations were designed. The method of all operations was GET method, because
the data were read-only. Table 11 shows all operations for the RESTful web service.

Table 11. Designed operations for RESTful web service
Groups

Basic Farm
Information

HTTP
Path
Verb

Action used for

GET

/farm

show

display farm information

GET

/farm/fields

index

display a list of fields

GET

/farm/fields/:id

show

display information of a
field

GET

/weatherstation

show

display description of the
weather station

GET

/weather

show

display current weather
information

GET

/weather/:datetime

show

display weather information
at :datetime

GET

/weather/:from,:to

show

display weather information
between :from and :to

GET

/sensors

index

display a list of sensors

GET

/sensornode/:id/obser show
vations/

display the latest
observation of a sensor node

GET

/sensornode/:id/obser show
vations/daily/:date

display daily statistics of
observations of a sensor
node

GET

/sensornode/:id/obser show
vations/:from,:to

display observations of a
sensor node between :from
and :to

GET

/workhistory/:from,:t index
o

display a list of working
history

GET

/workhistory/:id

display detail information of
a specific work

Local Weather

Sensor
Information

Working
History

show
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The data sharing service was implemented using node.js framework which is
known as good for developing a prototype server. It is a high-performance,
concurrent programs that don't rely on the mainstream multithreading approach but
use asynchronous I/O with an event-driven programming model (Tilkov, 2010). At
Node’s core is a streaming HTTP parser consisting of optimized C codes. This
parser, in combination with the low-level TCP API that Node exposes to JavaScript,
provides a low-level, but flexible, HTTP server (Cantelon et al., 2012).
In order to share internal data of OFIS FMIS, it is necessary to get owner’s
permission. User interface, which could be used to decide information to be shared,
was implemented on OFIS FMIS. Each data group could have one of three options:
open, optional open, and closed. Open option means that everybody could access
data group. Optional open option means that the data owner could give permission
to a specific user when the user asks the permission.

Figure 20. User interface to choose data sharing options
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5.3.2. Use Cases
5.3.2.1. Data Collection from KMA
Because the data collection service could utilize various ways, it was shown a
use case to collect weather data from KMA RSS web service. Weather is very
important for crop production. It is related to growth characteristics and may
influence the crop damages caused by frost, pest and diseases, etc. Therefore, it is
important to know forecasted weather for decision making (Laurenson, 1989;
Stewart et al., 1984).
In order to use the local weather service of KMA, it needed a service URL and
a local code which was mapped with an administrative district. The code table was
prepared by a code table collector which was developed software for this use case.
An instance of OFISBhttpSource could retrieve XML document using the URL and
the code.

Figure 21. An example of weather forecast XML document of KMA
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The structure of the XML document of KMA was described by a document
provided by KMA (KMA, 2014). Figure 21 shows an example of XML document
of KMA local weather service. It should need to process the date information of
weather forecast, because it represented like “<hour>3</hour><day>1</day>”
which meant AM 3 o’clock on the next day. Because the forecasting time was at 23
o’clock on eighth April, 2014, the date of the first record of weather forecast was
AM 3 o’clock on ninth April, 2014.
Although it was possible to solve this issue in various ways, Extensible
Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) technique was used. The technique
was used to transform an XML document into another XML document. The
transformed XML document, which was shown as Fig 22, could be more easily
parsed by XML Path Language (XPath) parser.

Figure 22. Transformed XML document

The parsed data needed meta data which was used to save it to PostgreSQL
database (9.15, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group) with PostGIS (1.5.32). PostgreSQL is an object-relational database management system with an
emphasis on extensibility and standards-compliance. PostGIS is an extension
package to the PostgreSQL which allows handling Geographic Information
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Systems (GIS) objects. This combination has been used in many researches of
agricultural area (Blauth and Ducati, 2010; Nikkilä et al., 2010; Steinberger et al.,
2009).
The data collection procedure to use the local weather forecast service of
KMA stated above. It could be written as a configuration file. Figure 23 shows the
configuration. The database information was deleted because it’s private.

Figure 23. Configuration to collect local weather information

This use case shows the simplicity of the data collector. It didn’t need to write
any programing code to collect data from a web page or MySQL database. The
only thing to do was writing a configuration file. It simplified the data collection
process and automated it.
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5.3.2.2. Data Collection from Local Weather Station
The second use case was to collect weather data from a weather station. A
weather station (WS-100, SNJ Corp.) which could measure 7 meteorological
factors – ambient temperature, ambient relative humidity, dew point, solar radiation,
wind speed, wind direction and whether it rains or not, was selected. Raspberry Pi
was selected as the hardware for the data collector. The Raspberry Pi is a smallsized single board computer developed by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. It is quite
cheap (US $25 for model A and US $35 for model B). It can use many Linux
distributions and other operating system. The data collector could be executed on
Linux operating system. A Bluetooth module (ParaniTM UD-100, Sena
Technologies, INC.) was installed for the communication.

Figure 24. Composition for data collection from weather station

The data packet of the weather station followed the Modbus protocol standard.
A Modbus message consists of address, function, data and 16 bit CRC checksum.
Each weather station had different address and the used function was Holding
Register which represented a 16 bit word that could be read and written to.
Although

the

data

collector

supports

serial

communication

using

OFISBserialSource class, it supports text data with delimiter not Modbus protocol.
A module supporting Modbus protocol was needed to develop. Since the data
collector was designed four steps of data collection model, a new source class
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inherited OFISBSource was developed. As shown Fig. 25, the source code of
snjwsSource was just 40 lines and other modules could be reused. It shows that the
data collector was quite flexible.

Figure 25. Source code for data collection from the weather station

The data collector was tested at outdoor condition. For the test, a
configuration file was written like Fig. 24. The snjwsSource class was used as a
data source and there are some arguments for executing an instance of snjwsSource.
There is no data processor for special processing. The collected data was mapped 7
meteorological factors and observed time. Then the data could be saved in a file
named “snj_bluetooth.txt”.
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Figure 26. Configuration to collect data from a weather station

According to data sheets, the working distance of Bluetooth module was
different and they were tested results in the open field. The real working distances
might be different. To evaluate data collector and Bluetooth module, a field test
occurred in the orchard field of the Gyeonggi-do Agricultural Research and
Extension Services, Republic of Korea (latitude: 37°13'21.27" N, longitude:
127°2'30.74" E).
This use case shows its flexibility. If it needs a new type of data source or a
new type of data processing, it might implement a new class. But it doesn’t need to
implement a whole program, because each module was designed separately and it
could be combined with other modules.

5.3.3. Data Consistency Evaluation
Data consistency is the characteristic of keeping data uniform as it moves
from a system to another across a network. It is an important characteristic in data
exchange platform because it could collect data from a system and give data to
other systems.
In order to test data consistency of data exchange platform, a test was
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designed to compare number of data records provided by a data source and the
number of data records saved in OFIS. Six data sources of three different interfaces
were considered. The first two data sources were KMA which provided forecast
weather as RSS and past weather as a web page. The third data source was
OKDAB which provided crop price information as OpenAPI web service. The
forth and the fifth were a database interface and a file interface. The last was data
sharing service of OFIS.

Table 12. Result of data consistency test
Data Source
KMA
(Forecast Weather)
KMA
(Past Weather)
OKDAB
(Crop Price)

Data Type

Data Consistency

XML
(RSS)

Exact Matching

HTML

Exact Matching

XML

Exact Matching

Database

Exact Matching

(Weather Station)
File
(Sensor Network)
Data Sharing Service

CSV

Exact Matching

JSON

Exact Matching

Interface
HTTP
(OpenAPI)
HTTP
(Web Page)
HTTP
(OpenAPI)
SQL
(PostgreSQL 5)
Standard File I/O

HTTP
(OpenAPI)

Table 12 showed the result of data consistency test. The data collection service
could get data without any loss and the data sharing service could also provide all
intended data without any error. However, there was an error when it tried to get
past weather data from KMA. At first trial, the data consistency was just 75%
because the data column of the web page was not fixed. The problem could be
solved using separated configuration files.
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A web page can be changed anytime without any notice because it is not a
machine-readable content. It is possible to collect data from the web page using
data collection service but it is necessary to check whether the data collection
service works well or not on a regular basis. Therefore, it might need to develop an
alarm function when a data collection process faces a problem for further work.

5.4. Summary
OFIS needed a general method to collect data including sensor observations
and data of AISs for decision making. And it also needed to share internal data to
get better service from other systems. Data exchange platform could help to
communicate with other information systems based on web service technology. In
order to develop the data exchange platform, four OpenAPI services related to
agriculture were analyzed and four data groups were categorized to be shared. Data
collection procedure and data sharing interface were designed and implemented.
For data collection, the four steps of the data collection procedure were
identified. They are retrieving data from data source, processing it, mapping it with
metadata, and saving it. It was designed as separated classes. The implemented
classes could be assembled to lots of combinations depending on a configuration
file described a sequence of data processing procedure. A use case showed
simplicity of the data collection service using an example to collect weather
forecast from KMA.
For data sharing, the data stored in OFIS were categorized four groups – farm
information, local weather, work history, and sensor observations. The three data
format standards – AgroXML, SensorML, and O&M - were considered to express
the data groups. Since there was no interface standard to cover all data groups, the
RESTful interface was designed and implemented.
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6. External
Service
Environment
Integrating Functions of FMIS

for

6.1. Introduction
Farm management information system (FMIS), which is one of these
applications, is defined as a planned system for the collecting, processing, storing
and disseminating of data in the form of information needed to carry out the
operations functions of the farm (Sørensen et al., 2010). A lot of FMISs have been
implemented and distributed by many researchers and software vendors. According
to Robbemond and Kruize (2011), 264 different FMISs of 143 different software
vendors have been identified.
FMIS often needed to process financial, environmental, biological, and
technical information and it should be provided accurate, timely and easy manner.
Because of the wide coverage of FMIS, it is almost impossible to develop a full
functional FMIS. Kruize et al. (2013) reported five bottlenecks which hinder arable
farm enterprise integration. One of them was nonexistence of services and
interfaces to support farm processes. This bottleneck belonged to all three cases
which were reviewed at their work. Nikkilä et al. (2010) also pointed out that most
academic research on FMIS restrict their scope to just some individual component
of an FMIS because the implementation of a fully functional FMIS is an arduous
task that cannot be accomplished without the backing of a large software
development project.
An open system approach has been taken in order to solve this kind of
problems and to give sustainability of the developed system. Open systems are
usually considered to be systems that interoperate through open interface, a means
to make a connection between two software components. An interface enables one
processing component to exchange data and instructions with another processing
component. An open solution would empower technology developers to make
complex information and services accessible and useful with all kinds of
applications (Pesonen et al., 2008).
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There are some standards of agricultural data exchange format like ISO 11783,
AgroXMl, AgXML, eDAPLOS, and EDI-Teelt (Nash et al., 2009b). As the names
let know, all standards were developed based on eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) which is a markup language to describe a human and machine readable
document. ISO 11783 is an international standard but other standards are national
standards. However, AgroXML has been relatively widely used. For example,
Steinberger et al. (2009) developed an agricultural process-data service. In the
service, XML data format of ISO 11783 part 10 was used for data transfer from a
task controller to a web server and AgroXML was used to deliver information
requested by a farmer.
OFIS, which is an integrated system for farm management based on cloud
computing technologies, could communicate with sensors, various agricultural
information systems and external services. The data collector of OFIS gives the
communication function because it could collect data from multi-type data sources
including web service and it could process the data. OFIS was designed to support
external service in a broad sense. From a viewpoint of OFIS, the external service
was not only a service to provide data, but also a service to interact with a user. The
objective of this research was to define a scope of an external service, to design a
system to support the external service and to implement it.

6.2. Materials and Methods
6.2.1. OFIS Service
OFIS is a platform consisted of virtual machines in the cloud. A farm could
possess a virtual machine in which there are several components supporting FMIS.
For example, the data collection service could collect various type of information
from sensor web or AIS. The data sharing service could provide an interface to
access the internal data. There are some internal services which could be executed
at the same virtual machine with a specific FMIS or a different machine in the
OFIS cloud. There is no detail about the expert system, because it is beyond the
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scope of this paper to explain it.

Figure 27. Interconnection of OFIS Services

It is important to classify services because it gives information of scope and
privileges of a specific service. There were three types of classification.
1. Service Location Classification
An OFIS FMIS for a farm is operated on a single virtual machine which has
its own operating system, a web server and a database. It can cooperate with other
OFIS services which are operated on the same virtual machine. Some OFIS
services could be located on a different machine in OFIS cloud. However, the OFIS
FMIS can communicate with a service located on a machine outside of OFIS cloud.
This type of service could not directly access the data of FMIS. If it needs that data,
it should use the data sharing service of the OFIS FMIS. This type of service is an
external service. However, an external service could be located on a machine in
OFIS cloud because a service provider could rent a virtual machine in OFIS cloud.
Therefore, the service location classification is not a criterion between internal and
external service.
2. Execution Timing Classification
Each service should be executed or accessed at proper timing. There are two
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types of executions – batch execution and real-time execution. For example,
OKDAB OpenAPI supports real-time auction information of crops. If there is a
service to collect price information of a crop and a user wants to know the current
price of the crop, the service should be executed when the user request. It is a realtime service. However, if a user wants to know changes of the crop price over the
last month, the service should be executed on regular basis and it needs some
statistical processing.
3. Access Privilege Classification
There are two types of services in terms of access privilege. The public
service could be accessed without any permission. For example, local weather
service of Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) is a typical case of public
service. There is no restriction to access local weather information. However, a
private service is a service to demand permission for access. OFIS support a
RESTful web service to share internal data. To access the service, it needs an
authentication process using a service key.

6.2.2. External Service
The internal service is a service which was developed and supported by OFIS
framework. It could be executed as a web service or a process without any
restriction. However, the external service, which was developed by a service
provider, should be accessed through web service. The general architectural model
for web service is composed of a service provider, a service registry, and a service
consumer. The service provider could publish or unpublish a service to a service
registry. Then, the service consumer looks for a desired service in the service
registry. If the desired service is found, a binding between the service consumer
and service provider takes place (Arroqui et al., 2012). OFIS took this architectural
model. An external service developed by a service provider should be registered
with a service registry which was named service catalog in OFIS framework.
OFIS supports four types of external service interface. If a service satisfies
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one of the interfaces, the service could interact with an instance of OFIS FMIS. In
other words, a function, which was not provided by OFIS, could be supported by
an external service and it could interact with OFIS FMIS.

1. Data Service
A data service is a general web service which could provide JSON or XML
documents containing some information or data. OFIS has a component to collect
data from the web service. If a proper parsing rule is given, the provided data could
be collected by the component. OFIS platform already has two data services. An
embedded system providing Sensor Observation Service of OGC was developed. It
could provide a description of a weather station using SensorML and weather
observations using Observations and Measurements (Kim et al., 2013a). The other
data service was the data sharing service which could support an interface to access
internal data of OFIS FMIS. The internal data were classified four data groups and
it could be accessed with a proper data exchange format standard like AgroXML
and OGC standards.
2. Model Service
A model service is a special service to show a result of a model execution. If
there is a model to estimate the full blooming date of a fruit tree using accumulated
temperature, a service provider could develop a model service which can calculate
the date using the model and a data set of ambient temperature of a user’s field.
Since OFIS FMIS support data sharing service, it is possible for the service
provider to support a model result by calculating with the data from the local farm.
Output format of a model service contains a result value, an identifier of the result,
and a question for user feedback. OFIS FMIS shows the model result with the
feedback question. The feedback response could be transferred to the service
provider and it could be used to improve the model.
3. View Service
Data service or model service could not define their user interface. If a service
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provider wants to show the information differently, the service provider can use
different service types like view service. For view service, OFIS FMIS supports
five predefined widgets – menu, table, image, chart and textbox. A view could be a
combination of the widgets and could provide several views. Any view, which
follows view service interface, could be rendered by OFIS FMIS. It might be
useful to develop a new service, because a service provider can focus on its content.
All widgets could have two kinds of links. An outside link opens the link in a new
window. An inside link connects another view of the view services and it could be
used to acquire user’s feedback.
4. Application Service
The last type is application service which is same with a complete web
application. There is no constraint to make this service. Because it is not an
embedded service, OFIS FMIS does not render this service and just opens a link of
the service with service key in a new window. The service provider could provide a
personalized service using the service key.

6.2.3. Service Catalog
When a service was developed by a service provider, the service should be
registered to service catalog. The registration process is a manual process because
administrator of OFIS should inspect the service. Maybe the service could collect
personal information illegally or it could contain malicious code. After inspection,
the service could be registered on service catalog. The service catalog manages all
services and helps to adopt or to drop a service.
Pesonen et al. (2014) said that the marketplace integration is based on two
functional requirements: the service framework enables review and purchasing of
available services and enables meaningful farm service ecology to be built. The
service catalog would work as a marketplace. It supports searching and reviewing a
service and it is involved in its adoption or drop process. Although OFIS, currently,
does not support a real purchase of a service, the service catalog could manage the
adoption or drop process.
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1. Service adoption process
① To use a service, it is needed to adopt the service. The process is as in
the following.
② A user can decide to adopt a service after reading the detail
information of the service.
③ OFIS FMIS checks constraint services of the service. If there are
constraint services, OFIS FMIS asks permission to access the
constraint services. However, if the constraint services are not
provided, the adoption process is over.
④ OFIS FMIS sends an adoption REST request to service catalog.
⑤ Service Catalog checks the constraint service information. If the
user’s OFIS FMIS doesn’t provide the constraint services, Service
Catalog refuses the request.
⑥ If there is no constraint service or the constraint services are provided,
service catalog generates service key for the service. And if there are
constraint services, service catalog generates service keys for the
constraint services.
⑦ Service Catalogue announces adoption of the service to the service
provider. The announcement should include service key for accessing
the service, constraint service information, and service keys for
constraint services.
⑧ The service provider should save the service key, constraint services
information and service keys for constraint services and send a
response.
⑨ Service Catalogue saves all related information to database and
response that the adoption process was done.
⑩ OFIS FMIS saves the service key and access the service using the
service key.
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Figure 28 shows a sequence diagram for service adoption process.

Figure 28. OFIS External Service Adoption Process
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2. Service drop process
① To stop using a service, the following process is needed.
② A user can drop an adopted service.
③ OFIS FMIS sends a drop REST request to Service Catalog.
④ Service Catalogue checks service instances and constraint services
and announce user’s drop request to the service provider.
⑤ Service provider deletes all information related to the service.
⑥ Service Catalog deletes all information related to the service, too.
⑦ If the service needs constraint services, OFIS FMIS should delete the
constraint service information and the service keys.

Figure 29. OFIS External Service Drop Process
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6.3. Results
6.3.1. Implementation of Service Catalog
All services should operate when a proper service key is given. The service
catalog, which is also a service of OFIS, needs a service key given to service
providers and service consumers. The service consumer should use the service key
when he wants to access the service catalog.
Representational state transfer (REST) was introduced by Fielding (2000), one
of the prominent contributors to the HTTP 1.0 and 1.1 specifications. By
convention, HTTP verbs are mapped to retrieving, creating, updating, and
removing the resources specified by the URL. RESTful web services have gained
in popularity because they’re simple to utilize and implement in comparison to
protocols such as the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) (Cantelon et al.,
2012).

Table 13. Details of functions of service catalog
HTTP
Verb

Path

Action

used for

GET

/allservices

index

display a list of all public services

GET

/service

index

display a list of available services for a user

GET

/availableservice index
s

display a list of available and not adopted
services

GET

/service/:id

show

display detail information of a specific
service

POST

/service/:id

adopt

adopt a specific service

drop

drop a specific service

DELETE /service/:id

The service catalog provides six functions. Four functions are related to show
service information. Using these functions, a user can search services for OFIS
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FMIS from the service catalog. Two other functions are for adopting and dropping
a service from an OFIS FMIS. The functions were defined using RESTful interface.
Table 13 shows details of the functions.
A service on the service catalog could be selected and adopted by a request of
a user. At the process, the service receives a service adoption notification with
service key which the potential user could use to access the service. The service
should understand the notification and save the service key to allow the user to
access it. There is another notification for dropping a service. These two
notifications were also defined using RESTful interface. Table 14 shows definitions
of two notifications.

Table 14. Notifications to service provider
HTTP

Path

Verb
POST

/adopt

DELETE /drop

Action

used for

adopt

notify that a user adopt this service

drop

notify that a user drop this service

The service catalog was implemented using node.js framework. It is a
framework for developing high-performance, concurrent programs that don't rely
on the mainstream multithreading approach but use asynchronous I/O with an
event-driven programming model (Tilkov, 2010). At Node’s core is a streaming
HTTP parser consisting of optimized C codes. This parser, in combination with the
low-level TCP API that Node exposes to JavaScript, provides a low-level, but
flexible, HTTP server (Cantelon et al., 2012).
The service catalog handles four types of data. The first data is user
information. It includes service providers and service consumers. The second and
third data are service list and constraint service information. For example, a model
service, which can predict the full blooming date using accumulated temperature,
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might need to know local weather information of a farm. The model service should
access the data service of OFIS to get local weather information of the farm. In that
case, the model service has a constraint service. The last data is service instance
information. If a user adopts a service, the service has an instance.

6.3.2. User Interface for External Service on OFIS FMIS
OFIS supports four types of external service interface. Figure 30 shows
execution processes of the external services. As shown the figure, all services have
interaction with user, but the data service doesn’t have direct interaction with user.
OFIS FMIS should have functions to show the result of external services and to
send request of feedback of user.
Data service and model service operate like a batch program. The agricultural
data collector was used to get result of external services. It accesses the external
service periodically.
Model service, view service and application service need to interact with user.
Application service is like another web site. The only thing to do is to open a new
window. However, model service and view service need to render the result of the
external service. The format of the result is JSON. It should be converted to HTML
to show the result at a web browser. OFIS FMIS converts JSON to HTML
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Figure 30. Sequence Diagram of External Service
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6.3.3. An External Service Implementations as a Use case
A use case could be utilized to investigate the interoperability and data
exchange problems (Pesonen et al., 2012). In the same way, a use case to support
crop management information based on Rural Development Administration (RDA)
OpenAPI was implemented as an external service. The RDA in Korea has
supported OpenAPI services related to various agricultural information like
cultivation techniques, crop management information, agricultural news, and so on.
It was hard to extract information directly from the RDA OpenAPI service, because
it used a mixed document of XML and HTML. It needed a kind of data processing
or data transformation to show the information. The crop management manual
service of the RDA OpenAPI service supports 10 categories, 177 crops
summarized information for farmers, consumers, related organizations and students
to utilize it (RDA, 2014). Because this project was initiated from developing an
FMIS for orchard, the fruit tree category was chosen for the external service.

Figure 31. RESTful structure of external service
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The external service was designed as a view service. It could provide 14 crop
management information which was originated from RDA OpenAPI. The RESTful
structure of the external service was shown in Fig. 31. The external service was
implemented using node.js framework and PostgreSQL.
In order to test the whole process for external service environment, this use
case was registered on service catalog and adopted on an instance of OFIS FMIS.
Figure 32 (a) shows that one external service was adopted and Fig. 32 (b) shows
the result of the external service.

(a) Adopted service list

(b) Rendered result of external service

Figure 32. User interface for view service

6.4. Discussion
A user as a service consumer could choose an external service to use it. The
process is like to buy an item at a market. Kaloxylos et al. (2012) proposed
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functional architecture of future FMIS. The future FMIS should provide universal
market places for the publicizing, evaluating and subscribing for agricultural
related services in a plug and play manner. Pesonen et al. (2014) implemented a
market place using FI-WARE Generic Enablers (GE) on Cropinfra platform. The
marketplace makes it possible to search for and discover services and offerings
according to specific end-user requirements as well as functions like review, rating
and recommendation. The service catalog could provide the list of external services
and a user could search an external service and see the detail of the service. From
the point of view of a service provider, an external service should make a profit.
However, there was no consideration of service charge. Since it was designed as a
prototype, it focused on concept implementation. For practical use, it might need to
establish a service charging policy.

Figure 33. Interoperable Platform of OFIS

A service could interact with data exchange platform and external service
environment of OFIS. Figure 33 illustrates the interaction process. If there is an
expert system to suggest a proper farming work based on local weather and other
information. It might need its own suggestion strategy and extra information which
could not be provided by OFIS. And it might need common data such as local
weather, pest and disease information, and previous working history. If data
exchange platform doesn’t exist, the service provider of the expert system should
implement some module to get the common data. However, the data exchange
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platform could provide the common data with well-defined interfaces. And user
interface is also same. If external service environment doesn’t exist, the service
provider should implement its own user interface for the expert system. But
external service environment could support user interface for view service.
Therefore, a service provider could focus on the contents of his service.
Since the external service would be developed by a service provider and it
would be usually located on the outside of the OFIS network, the security issue is
very important. Zhu et al. (2013) pointed out that a system based on cloud
computing technology has strong openness and complicated business types and it
could face lots of threats and risks. To prevent those security risks, it uses service
key for authentication and it supports a rendering function for simple model type
and view type external services to prevent cross site scripting. The cross site
scripting is a type of computer security vulnerability in a web application. An
attacker could inject client-side script into a web page. When a user accesses the
web page, the user would be attacked by the script. In this system, the content of
the service was not used directly. Since OFIS renders a web page using the content,
it is impossible to inject client-side script. An external service could not be
registered automatically. After inspection of the external service, it could be
registered manually. During the inspection, the administrator could filter out
potential risk services. For practical use, hypertext transfer protocol secure
(HTTPS), which is a result of adding the security capabilities of SSL/TLS to
standard HTTP for secure communication, could be considered.

6.5. Summary
Various farm management information systems (FMIS) have been developed
by many researchers and agricultural software vendors. However, there are some
barriers to adopt FMIS in agricultural areas. The incomplete function of FMIS was
one of them. To support more functions, OFIS adopted a concept of external
service based on web service. Four types of external services were designed and
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the adoption process and drop process of an external service to OFIS FMIS were
also designed. The OFIS service catalog, which could manage adoption and drop
process, was implemented in OFIS. To show the working process of external
service in external service environment, an external service providing crop
management information of RDA was developed as a use case. This approach
would add value to OFIS that users could utilize external and future-developed
functions. And it could give service providers chances to develop external services
focusing on their contents.
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7. Overall Conclusion
7.1. Conclusion
This research was accomplished to develop an interoperable and scalable
platform for a FMIS named OFIS (Open Farm Information System) which support
a virtual office where a farmer organizes his farming information as well as microclimatic environmental data in his farm and uses other agricultural information
provided by public domain. A specific purpose of this research is providing
solutions on the interoperability issues involved in the development of OFIS.
A preliminary survey was conducted to evaluate the informatization status of
farmers in 2012. Based on the result of the survey, the strategies to develop OFIS
were set up and conceptual and functional architectures were designed. OFIS was
conceptually designed as an integrated system for farm management based on
cloud computing technologies. In this concept, an OFIS for a farm is executed in a
single virtual machine. Therefore, OFIS can be scaled out just adding virtual
machines when the number of managed farms increases. The developed OFIS
satisfied all the requirements which Murakami et al. (2007) raised for the FMISs; 8
requirements satisfactorily and 2 requirements partly. The partly satisfied items are
complete control for farm machinery and equipment and meta-data for data
interchange.
Three key components for solving interoperability issues of OFIS were an
embedded system supporting a standardized method to transfer agricultural data
through the Internet, data exchange platform to help in collecting data and sharing
data for OFIS, and external service environment to communicate with external
service developed and serviced by other service providers.
An embedded system based on a standardized method was developed. Among
various standards, Sensor Observation Service (SOS) of Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) was chosen as a data exchange standard. The embedded system
implemented three core operations of SOS – GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor,
GetObservation – as a web service. HTTP/POST method was not supported
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because it is heavy to parse XML on an embedded system. To make it operate on a
low-powered embedded board, several optimization techniques were used. The
power consumption of the embedded system was 9~12W. The responses were wellformed and there was no syntax error. The response time was 3.44 seconds when
500 observations were delivered from two files.
The data exchange platform was developed as a combination of data
collection service and data sharing service. The data collection service collects data
from multi-type data sources like sensor networks at a farm and AIS supporting
OpenAPI. Four AISs supporting OpenAPI and one web page not supporting
services were analyzed. Based on the analysis, a data processing model was
defined and agricultural data collector was designed and implemented. The data
sharing service was developed to provide data of a farm like basic farm
information, sensor observations, and work history saved by farmers. The data
sharing interface was designed and implemented to access these types of data using
RESTful interface. The data consistency was 100%. Although there was an error
collecting data from a web page, it could be solved using separated configurations.
OFIS services could be divided into internal and external service. Internal
services are default services included in OFIS. An external service is an outside
service developed by a service provider. The external service can interact with
OFIS using external service interface which describes how to develop an extension
for OFIS. The external service environment of OFIS supports four types of external
services – data service, model service, view service and application service. A
service provider can choose a service type and register the service to OFIS service
catalog. A user can adopt the service to his FMIS to use it. And it is also possible to
remove the service from his FMIS.
OFIS architecture was designed to be scalable and interoperable based on
cloud computing technologies. OFIS could handle OGS SOS standard and four
OpenAPI services and support external service. These characteristics could add
value to OFIS that users could utilize external and future functions.
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7.2. Further Works
OFIS architecture was designed to be scalable and interoperable based on
cloud computing technologies. However, there are some further works for practical
use of information system for agriculture like OFIS. The first is a service level
agreement between a service consumer and a service provider. In order to use a
service, a service consumer should pay the fee for the service. It should be based
on a service level agreement which is a part of a service contract. It defines the
minimal guarantees that a provider offers to its customer. According to Baset
(2012), a typical service level agreement contains service guarantee, service
guarantee time period, service guarantee granularity, service guarantee exclusions,
service credit and service violation measurement and reporting. In OFIS system, a
user could use internal services which were provided by OFIS and external services
which were provided by other service providers. It means that a user should make
an agreement whenever he decides to use an external service. Since it would make
it difficult to use OFIS service, it could be better to make an agreement between
OFIS and an external service provider. Although service level agreement was not
considered in this research, it is an important point to make it a commercial service.
The second is information security. Zhu et al. (2013) stated that a system
based on cloud computing technology has strong openness and complicated
business types. Because of its openness, it could face lots of threats and risks. OFIS
built up a basic hardware and software protection. A firewall is a network security
system that controls the incoming and outgoing network traffic. It makes a barrier
between inside network and outside network. Because OFIS system was protected
by a firewall (CISCO ASA5505), it was impossible for a hacker to access inside
system. The information of OFIS FRONT is public information, but the
information of OFIS FMIS is private information. Therefore, it uses HTTP for
OFIS FRONT, but it uses hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) for OFIS
FMIS which is a result of adding the security capabilities of SSL/TLS to standard
HTTP for secure communication. For external service, it supports a rendering
function for view type external service to prevent cross site scripting. In order to
improve the security level for practical use, various security technologies –
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encryption, virtual private network, and so on – could be used.
The third is ambiguity of data ownership and reliability of information.
Pesonen et al. (2014) pointed out that data ownership might become a critical issue
in efficient information utilization, if the ownership of farm data was not clearly
established and the access by third parties was not defined. Also, in the case of data
aggregation or modification, it might be fuzzy to determine ownership after heavy
manipulation added value to data. It could be a philosophical issue like price of
information. Similarly, the reliability of apocryphal information would be
suspicious. OFIS could interact with external services which were serviced by
various service providers. Although the service was registered manually with
security inspection, it is not easy to inspect the reliability of the content. It is
important for a user to be careful in choosing an external service.
The fourth is difference between users. For example, regional difference is
representative. Although Korea is a small country, there are lots of regional
differences like weather, main crop, soil characteristics and so on. In order to
operate cloud system, a certain number of users are needed. However, a service
or content could not satisfy all the users because of their differences. Although
OFIS was designed to be flexible as much as it supports any external service, there
would be no service provider developing an external service for only one user.
Therefore, it should start from supporting general functions or specific functions
for high value added crop production.
The fifth is the deployment of OFIS service. It is easy to generate an instance
of a virtual machine and to install OFIS software on that machine. However, it is
not easy to install sensor network on a farm and to make it interact with OFIS
system. If the sensor network system follows a standard for data exchange, it might
be easy. If not, it might need to develop a middleware. Therefore, it is important to
encourage developing standard compliant and OFIS compatible devices or services.
To make a step forward, it is necessary to build a standard to formalize agricultural
domain knowledge.
The sixth is how to express know-how. Know-how could be defined as a
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reaction when a farm gets various information related to crop production. It could
be useful to share the know-how with other farmers. However, there is no general
way to describe it. In order to share the know-how, the first step is to define
representation of agricultural know-how.
The last is agricultural standard which could cover agricultural domain
knowledge. There are some attempts. For example, ICASA standards are data
formats for documenting experiments and modeling crop growth and development
(White et al., 2013). AgroXML developed by agricultural software makers,
machinery companies, service providers and the Association for Technology and
Structures in Agriculture (KTBL) in Germany, is a standardized language for data
exchange in agriculture (Schmitz et al., 2009b). However, they were cover specific
areas. And most of them were national standards, not international standards.
Therefore, it is very important to develop standard to cover agricultural domain
knowledge.
Nowadays, agriculture is not a labor-intensive industry anymore. It needs
comprehensive knowledge in various fields. FMIS based on information
technology is a system to help it. In order to use FMIS practically and usefully, the
architecture of OFIS could be a guideline to build a scalable and interoperable
platform. And the further works mentioned above should be considered because
most of them are not just for OFIS but for all FMIS.
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Appendix A. Main Source Code of OFIS
ROSE
1. ofis_rose.ino
#include <SPI.h>
#include <Ethernet.h>
#include <EthernetUdp.h>
#include <ntpclient.h>

#include <time.h>
#include <SDClass.h>
#include <SHT1x.h>
#include <common.h>
#include <observationcache.h>
#include <weatherstation.h>

#include <sawsconfig.h>
#include <webserver.h>
#include <params.h>
#include <reqhandler.h>
#include <ogcsos.h>
#include <confhandler.h>

#include <MsTimer2.h>

byte mac[] = {0xDE, 0xAD, 0xBE, 0xEF, 0xFE, 0xED};

reqstat_t stat = STATNORMAL;
int obscount, timeoutcount;

ObservationCache cache;
WeatherStation aws;

SAWSConfig config;
WebServer webserver;
SensorObservationService sos;
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ConfigHandler confhandler;

void
setup ()
{
Serial.begin (9600);
Serial1.begin (9600);

pinMode (_PIN_SDCARD, OUTPUT);
if (SD.begin(_PIN_SDCHIPSELECT) == false) {
Serial.println ("SD initialization failed.");
}

config.initialize (&SD);

// start Ethernet and UDP
if (Ethernet.begin(mac) == 0) {
Serial.println("Failed to configure Ethernet using DHCP");
// no point in carrying on, so do nothing forevermore:
for(;;)
;
} else {
Serial.print ("DHCP connected : ");
IPAddress addr = Ethernet.localIP ();
char buf[20];
sprintf (buf, "%d.%d.%d.%d", addr[0], addr[1], addr[2], addr[3]);
Serial.println (buf);
config.setitem (SAWSConfig::IPADDR, buf);
}

NTPClient client;
client.initialize ();
client.settime ();

cache.initialize (&SD);
aws.initialize (&cache, &Serial1, 1, 22);
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obscount = timeoutcount = 0;
MsTimer2::set(_MAIN_TIMER, timerinterrupt);
MsTimer2::start ();

sos.initialize (&webserver, &cache, &config, &stat);
confhandler.initialize (&webserver, &config, &stat);
webserver.begin (_SERVICE_PORT);
}

void
loop ()
{
char buf[256];
int len = 256;

webserver.processConnection (buf, &len);
aws.readobservation ();
timeoutcount = 0;
delay (50);
}

void
timerinterrupt () {
aws.sendsignal ();
}
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2. reqhandler.h
#ifndef _REQUESTHANDLER_
#define _REQUESTHANDLER_
#include "common.h"
#include <avr/pgmspace.h>

// NOTSUPPORTED is almost same with INVALIDVALUE
typedef enum {
RH_OK = 0, RH_TIMEOUT,
RH_INVALIDVALUE, RH_NOTSUPPORTED

RH_INVALIDREQ,

RH_INVALIDPARAM,

} RHRET;

typedef struct _reqtemplate {
prog_uint16_t *keys;
prog_uchar **prefix;
prog_uchar **postfix;
} reqtemplate, *preqtemplate;

class RequestHandler {
public:
virtual
void
execute
(WebServer
&server,
WebServer::ConnectionType type, char *url_tail, bool tail_complete);
protected:
void
processError
*errorkey);

(WebServer

&server,

RHRET

ret,

char

int execInternal (WebServer &server, preqtemplate ptemplate, int
start);
void settemplate (preqtemplate ptemplate, prog_uint16_t *keys,
prog_uchar **prefix, prog_uchar **postfix);
int getkeyindex (preqtemplate ptemplate, int idx);
void getprefix (preqtemplate ptemplate, int idx, char *buf);
void getpostfix (preqtemplate ptemplate, int idx, char *buf);
void preexec ();
void postexec ();
void set (reqstat_t *pstat);
reqstat_t *_pstat;
};
#endif
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3. reqhandler.cpp
#include "time.h"
#include "common.h"
#include "observationcache.h"
#include "Ethernet.h"
#include "webserver.h"
#include "params.h"
#include "reqhandler.h"

#include <avr/pgmspace.h>
#include "template/ir_template.h"
#include "template/ip_template.h"
#include "template/iv_template.h"

#define BUFSIZE

1024

void
RequestHandler::processError
*errorkey) {

(WebServer

&server,

RHRET

ret,

char

int idx = 0;
int key;
char buf[BUFSIZE];
reqtemplate temp;

switch (ret) {
case RH_INVALIDREQ:
settemplate (&temp,
post_invalidrequest);

key_invalidrequest,

pre_invalidrequest,

break;

case RH_INVALIDPARAM:
settemplate
(&temp,
post_invalidparam);

key_invalidparam,

pre_invalidparam,

break;

case RH_INVALIDVALUE:
settemplate
(&temp,
key_invalidparamvalue,
pre_invalidparamvalue, post_invalidparamvalue);
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break;

default:
DEBUG ("Could not handle this error : ");
DEBUGLN (ret);
return ;
}

while ((idx = execInternal (server, &temp, idx)) != -1) {
key = getkeyindex (&temp, idx);
// prefix
getprefix (&temp, idx, buf);
server.print (buf);
if (key != 0)

{

server.print (errorkey);
// postfix
getpostfix (&temp, idx, buf);
server.print (buf);
}
idx++;
}
}

int
RequestHandler::execInternal
ptemplate, int start) {

(WebServer

&server,

int key;
char buf[BUFSIZE];

while ((key = getkeyindex (ptemplate, start)) == 0) {
getprefix (ptemplate, start, buf);
server.print (buf);
DEBUGLN (buf);
start++;
}

if (key == -1) {
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preqtemplate

DEBUGLN ("execInternal finish");
return -1;
}

if (*_pstat & STATTIMEOUT) {
DEBUGLN ("the request is timeout.");
return -1;
}
DEBUG ("execInternal exit : ");
DEBUGLN (start);
return start;
}

void
RequestHandler::preexec () {
*_pstat |= STATREQUEST;
}

void
RequestHandler::postexec () {
*_pstat -= STATREQUEST;
}

void
RequestHandler::set (reqstat_t *pstat) {
_pstat = pstat;
}

void
RequestHandler::settemplate (preqtemplate ptemplate,
*keys, prog_uchar **prefix, prog_uchar **postfix) {
ptemplate->keys = keys;
ptemplate->prefix = prefix;
ptemplate->postfix = postfix;
}

int
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prog_uint16_t

RequestHandler::getkeyindex (preqtemplate ptemplate, int idx) {
return pgm_read_word_near (ptemplate->keys + idx);
}

void
RequestHandler::getprefix
*buf) {
strcpy_P
(buf,
>prefix)[idx])));

(preqtemplate
(char

ptemplate,

int

idx,

char

*)pgm_read_word(&((ptemplate-

}

void
RequestHandler::getpostfix (preqtemplate ptemplate, int idx, char
*buf) {
strcpy_P
(buf,
>postfix)[idx])));

(char

}
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*)pgm_read_word(&((ptemplate-

4. observationcache.h
#ifndef _OBSERVATIONCACHE_
#define _OBSERVATIONCACHE_

#if defined(ARDUINO) && ARDUINO >= 100
#include "Arduino.h"
#else
#include "WProgram.h"
#endif

#include "time.h"
#include "common.h"
#include "SDClass.h"

#define _CACHESIZE

60 // for a hour

#define _FMTTIMESTAMP
%02dT%02d:%02d:%02d.000+09:00"
#define _TIMESTAMPLENGTH

29

#define _DATELENGTH

10

#define _WINDDIRSIZE

16

"%04d-%02d-

#define _DATAFOLDERNAME
#define _FMTFILENAME

"DATA"
"DATA/%04d%02d%02d.txt"

#define _FILENAMELENGTH

18

#define _FMTOGCDATA
"%4d-%02d%02dT%02d:%02d:%02dZ.000+09:00,%3d.%02d,%3d.%02d,%3d.%02d,%4d,%2d.%0
3d,%3d.%02d,%3d.%02d;"
#define _OGCDATALENGTH

79

#define _FMTSAVEDATA
"%4d-%02d%02dT%02d:%02d:%02dZ,%5d,%5d,%5d,%5d,%5d,%5d,%5d,%5d\n"
#define _SAVEDATALENGTH
#define _FMTSAVEDATE

69
"%4d-%02d-%02dT%02d:%02d:%02dZ"

#define _SAVEDATELENGTH

20

#define _FMTONLYSAVEDATA

"%10lu,%5d,%5d,%4d,%7lu,%6lu,%s\n"

#define _ONLYSAVEDATALENGTH

48

/* SAMPLE DATA
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2013-02-03T04:05:06Z,

7,

8,

9,

10,

11,

12,

13,

14

*/
#define _TIMEPOS

21

#define _TEMPERATUREPOS

27

#define _DEWPOINTPOS

33

#define _HUMIDITYPOS

39

#define _RADIATIONPOS

45

#define _RAINFALLPOS

51

#define _WINDSPEEDPOS

57

#define _WINDDIRPOS

63

#if _EBIO_SOS_DEBUGGING_
#define
\

DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION(x)

Serial.println("Observation");

Serial.println((x)._timedata); \
Serial.println((x)._temperature); \
Serial.println((x)._humidity); \
Serial.println((x)._radiation); \
Serial.println((x)._israinfall);\
Serial.println((x)._dewpoint);\
Serial.println((x)._windspeed);

\

Serial.println((x)._winddir);
#else
#define DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION(x)
#endif

#define _NEXTINDEX(x)

x++; if ( x >= _CACHESIZE ) x = 0;

class ObservationCache {
public:
ret_t initialize (SDClass *_psd);
ret_t addobservation (pobservation pobs);
ret_t addrealobservation (prealobservation preal);
ret_t getlast (char *buf);
ret_t openrequest (time_t from, time_t to);
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ret_t getnextstring (char *buf);
time_t readtimestring (char *buf);

void getbegintime (char *buf);
void getendtime (char *buf);
void getUTCtime (char *buf, time_t t);
void gettimestampbytm (char *buf, tmElements_t *ptm);
void gettimestamp (char *buf, time_t t);
void obstoreal (pobservation pobs, prealobservation preal);
void realtoobs (prealobservation preal, pobservation pobs);

private:
void addoncache (pobservation pobs);
ret_t loadobservationfromSD ();
ret_t opencurrentfile ();
void closecurrentfile ();
ret_t readone (char *buf, pobservation pobs);
ret_t getobservationstring (char *buf, pobservation pobs);
ret_t scanSD ();
File findidx (time_t target);
void getfilename (char *buf, time_t target);
void getfilenamebytm (char *buf, tmElements_t *ptm);
ret_t settmbyfilename (tmElements_t *ptm, char *buf);
byte getwinddirection (char *buf);
ret_t openrequestfile ();

SDClass *_psd;
File _cur;
int _idx;

// index of the lastest item

int _usedcache;
useless

// number of items when it is 0, _idx is

int _lastday;
observation _cache[_CACHESIZE];

File _reqfile;
int _reqidx;
time_t _until;

// for request
// for request
// for request
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time_t _reqfrom;

// for request

time_t _from;
};
#endif
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5. observationcache.cpp
#include "time.h"
#include "common.h"
#include "SDClass.h"
#include "observationcache.h"

static char *dirforfile[_WINDDIRSIZE] = {
" N", "NNE", " NE", "ENE", " E", "ESE", " SE", "SSE",
" S", "SSW", " SW", "WSW", " W", "WNW", " NW", "NNW"
};

static char *dirforxml[_WINDDIRSIZE] = {
"N", "NNE", "NE", "ENE", "E", "ESE", "SE", "SSE",
"S", "SSW", "SW", "WSW", "W", "WNW", "NW", "NNW"
};

void
ObservationCache::gettimestampbytm (char *buf, tmElements_t *ptm) {
sprintf
>Month,

(buf,

_FMTSAVEDATE,

tmYearToCalendar(ptm->Year),

ptm->Day, ptm->Hour, ptm->Minute, ptm->Second);
}

time_t
ObservationCache::readtimestring (char *buf) {
int n = 0, stat = 0;
tmElements_t tm;

DEBUG ("readtimestring ");
DEBUGLN (buf);

while (*buf != '\0') {
if (isdigit (*buf))
n = n * 10 + *buf - '0';
else {
switch (stat) {
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ptm-

case 0: tm.Year = CalendarYrToTm (n); break;
case 1:

tm.Month = n; break;

case 2: tm.Day = n; break;
case 3: tm.Hour = n; break;
case 4: tm.Minute = n; break;
case 5: tm.Second = n; break;
default:
DEBUGLN ("wrong format of time string");
}
stat++;
n = 0;
}
buf++;
}

return makeTime (tm);
}

void
ObservationCache::gettimestamp (char *buf, time_t t) {
tmElements_t tm;

breakTime (t, tm);
sprintf (buf, _FMTSAVEDATE, tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year), tm.Month,
tm.Day, tm.Hour, tm.Minute, tm.Second);
}

void
ObservationCache::getbegintime (char *buf) {
getUTCtime (buf, _from);
}

void
ObservationCache::getendtime (char *buf) {
getUTCtime (buf, _cache[_idx]._timedata);
}
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void
ObservationCache::getUTCtime (char *buf, time_t t) {
tmElements_t tm;
breakTime (t, tm);
sprintf (buf, _FMTTIMESTAMP, tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year), tm.Month,
tm.Day, tm.Hour, tm.Minute, tm.Second);
}

void
ObservationCache::obstoreal
preal) {

(pobservation

pobs,

prealobservation

preal->_timedata = pobs->_timedata;
preal->_temperature = _MAKEFLOAT (pobs->_temperature);
preal->_dewpoint = _MAKEFLOAT (pobs->_dewpoint);
preal->_humidity = _MAKEFLOAT (pobs->_humidity);
preal->_radiation = pobs->_radiation;
preal->_israinfall = pobs->_israinfall;
preal->_windspeed = _MAKEFLOAT (pobs->_windspeed);
preal->_winddir = _MAKEFLOAT (pobs->_winddir);
DEBUG ("obs to real");
DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION (*preal);
}
void
ObservationCache::realtoobs
pobs) {

(prealobservation

preal,

pobs->_timedata = preal->_timedata;
pobs->_temperature = _MAKEINT (preal->_temperature);
pobs->_dewpoint = _MAKEINT (preal->_dewpoint);
pobs->_humidity = _MAKEINT (preal->_humidity);
pobs->_radiation = preal->_radiation;
pobs->_israinfall = preal->_israinfall;
pobs->_windspeed = _MAKEINT (preal->_windspeed);
pobs->_winddir = _MAKEINT (preal->_winddir);
DEBUG ("real to obs");
DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION (*pobs);
}
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pobservation

void
ObservationCache::getfilenamebytm (char *buf, tmElements_t *ptm) {
sprintf (buf, _FMTFILENAME,
>Month, ptm->Day);

tmYearToCalendar(ptm->Year),

ptm-

}

void
ObservationCache::getfilename (char *buf, time_t target) {
tmElements_t tm;
breakTime (target, tm);
sprintf (buf, _FMTFILENAME, tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year), tm.Month,
tm.Day);
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::opencurrentfile () {
char fname[_FILENAMELENGTH + 1];

DEBUG ("open current : ");
DEBUGLN (_cur);
if (_cur)
_cur.close ();

getfilename (fname, now());
DEBUG ("file name length : ");
DEBUG (strlen (fname));
DEBUGLN (_FILENAMELENGTH);
_cur = _psd->open (fname, FILE_WRITE);

if (_cur) {
DEBUG ("current file is opened. size : ");
DEBUGLN (_cur.size());
return RETOK;
} else {
DEBUG ("fail to opencurrentfile : ");
DEBUGLN (fname);
return RETERR;
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}
}

void
ObservationCache::closecurrentfile () {
if (_cur.available ())
_cur.close ();
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::loadobservationfromSD () {
char fname[_FILENAMELENGTH + 1];
char buf[_SAVEDATALENGTH + 1];
int idx;
int tmp;
observation obs;

getfilename (fname, now());
_cur = _psd->open (fname, FILE_READ);

while (_cur.available ()) {
if (_cur.read (buf, _SAVEDATALENGTH) != _SAVEDATALENGTH) {
break;
}

buf[_SAVEDATALENGTH] = '\0';
if (readone (buf, &obs) == RETOK) {
addoncache (&obs);
} else {
DEBUG ("fail to loadobservation : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
//return RETERR;
}
}
_cur.close ();

#if _EBIO_SOS_DEBUGGING_
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if (_usedcache == 0) {
DEBUGLN ("loadobsrervation : nothing loaded.");
}
#endif
return RETOK;
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::scanSD () {
//scan SD
File datafolder = _psd->open (_DATAFOLDERNAME, FILE_READ);
File datafile;
char buf[_FILENAMELENGTH + 1];
char databuf[_SAVEDATALENGTH + 1];
observation obs;
getfilename (buf, now ());
databuf[0] = '\0';

while ((datafile = datafolder.openNextFile (O_RDONLY))) {
char *tmp = datafile.name ();
if (strcmp (buf, tmp) < 0) {
strcpy (buf, tmp);
}
}
datafolder.close ();

DEBUG ("the first file : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);

datafile = _psd->open (buf, FILE_READ);
if (datafile && datafile.available ()) {
datafile.read (databuf, _SAVEDATALENGTH);
databuf[_SAVEDATALENGTH] = '\0';
}
datafile.close ();
DEBUGLN ("the first data line ");
DEBUGLN (databuf);
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if (databuf[0] != '\0') {
if (readone (databuf, &obs) == RETOK) {
_from = obs._timedata;
return RETOK;
} else {
DEBUG ("fail to read the first data.");
DEBUGLN ("no data found.");
}
} else {
DEBUGLN ("no data found.");
}
_from = now ();
return RETERR;
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::initialize (SDClass *psd) {
tmElements_t tm;

_psd = psd;
//_datasize = sizeof (observation);
_idx = 0;
_usedcache = 0;
memcpy (_cache, 0, sizeof(observation) * _CACHESIZE);

breakTime (now(), tm);
_lastday = tm.Day;

scanSD ();
loadobservationfromSD ();

return opencurrentfile ();
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::addrealobservation (prealobservation preal) {
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observation obs;

realtoobs (preal, &obs);
return addobservation (&obs);
}

void
ObservationCache::addoncache (pobservation pobs) {
_NEXTINDEX(_idx)
DEBUG ("add on cache - idx : ");
DEBUGLN (_idx);
memcpy (_cache + _idx, pobs, sizeof (observation));
if (_usedcache < _CACHESIZE)
_usedcache++;
//DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION (*((pobservation)(_cache + _idx)));
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::addobservation (pobservation pobs) {
char buf[_SAVEDATALENGTH + 1];
tmElements_t tm;

DEBUG_PRINT_OBSERVATION (*pobs);

addoncache (pobs);
DEBUG ("number of items in cache : ");
DEBUGLN (_usedcache);

// save observation to file
breakTime (pobs->_timedata, tm);
//if (tm.Day != _lastday || _cur.available ()) {
if (tm.Day != _lastday) {
DEBUG ("current file is not available. so try to open ");
DEBUG (tm.Day); DEBUG (" "); DEBUGLN (_lastday);
closecurrentfile ();
if (opencurrentfile () != RETOK) {
DEBUGLN ("fail to setnewobservation : fail to open current
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file.");
return RETERR;
}
}

sprintf (buf, _FMTSAVEDATA, tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year), tm.Month,
tm.Day,
tm.Hour,
>_temperature,

tm.Minute,

pobs->_dewpoint,
>_israinfall,

tm.Second,

pobs->_timedata,

pobs-

pobs->_humidity,

pobs->_radiation,

pobs-

pobs->_windspeed, pobs->_winddir);
DEBUG (strlen (buf)); DEBUG (" : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
_cur.print (buf);
_cur.flush ();
_lastday = tm.Day;
return RETOK;
}

File
ObservationCache::findidx (time_t target) {
File tfile;
char fname[_FILENAMELENGTH + 1];
char timestamp[_SAVEDATELENGTH + 1];
char buf[_SAVEDATELENGTH + 1];
tmElements_t tm;
uint32_t idx, lowidx, highidx;
int i, stat;

breakTime (target, tm);
getfilenamebytm (fname, &tm);
gettimestampbytm (timestamp, &tm);

tfile = _psd->open (fname, FILE_READ);
DEBUG ("open file : ");
DEBUGLN (fname);
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if (tfile) {
_lastday = tm.Day;
idx = tm.Hour * 60 + tm.Minute;
if (tfile.size () > idx * _SAVEDATALENGTH) {
lowidx = 0;
highidx = idx * 2;
} else {
lowidx = 0;
highidx = tfile.size() / _SAVEDATALENGTH;
}
DEBUG ("target timestamp : ");
DEBUGLN (timestamp);
stat = 0;
while (lowidx <= highidx) {
idx = (lowidx + highidx) / 2;
tfile.seek (idx * _SAVEDATALENGTH);
tfile.read (buf, _SAVEDATELENGTH);

buf[_SAVEDATELENGTH] = '\0';
DEBUGLN (buf);
for (i = 0; i < _SAVEDATELENGTH; i++) {
if (buf[i] < timestamp[i]) {
lowidx = idx + 1;
stat = 1;
break;
} else if (buf[i] > timestamp[i]) {
highidx = idx - 1;
stat = -1;
break;
}
}
if (i == _SAVEDATELENGTH) {
stat = 0;
break;
}
}
if (stat != 1)
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tfile.seek (idx * _SAVEDATALENGTH);
else
tfile.seek ((idx + 1) * _SAVEDATALENGTH);
} else {
DEBUG ("fail to findidx : fail to open file : ");
DEBUGLN (fname);
}
DEBUGLN ("found index");
return tfile;
}
ret_t
ObservationCache::openrequestfile () {
int i;
tmElements_t tm1, tm2;
char buf[_FILENAMELENGTH + 1];

for (i = 0; i < 7; i++) {
_reqfrom += 62400;

// add a day

breakTime (_reqfrom, tm1);
if (_reqfrom > now()) {
breakTime (now(), tm2);
if (tm1.Day > tm2.Day)
break;
}
getfilename (buf, _reqfrom);
DEBUG ("try to open : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
_reqfile = _psd->open (buf, FILE_READ);
if (_reqfile) {
_lastday = tm1.Day;
return RETOK;
}
DEBUG ("openrequestfile : fail to open file : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
}
DEBUGLN ("openrequestfile : There is no data for this request.");
opencurrentfile ();
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return RETERR;

}

ret_t
ObservationCache::openrequest (time_t from, time_t to) {
int lastidx = (_idx - _usedcache + 1 + _CACHESIZE) % _CACHESIZE;

if (from > to) {
DEBUGLN ("wrong range.");
return RETERR;
}

if (_cache[_idx]._timedata > to)
_until = to;
else
_until = _cache[_idx]._timedata;

if (_cache[lastidx]._timedata < from) { // cache request
do {
_NEXTINDEX (lastidx);
} while (_cache[lastidx]._timedata < from);
_reqidx = lastidx;
return RETOK;
} else {

//file request

DEBUGLN ("file");
closecurrentfile ();

// important

_reqfrom = from;
_reqfile = findidx (_reqfrom);
if (_reqfile) {
return RETOK;
} else {
return openrequestfile();
}
}
}
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ret_t
ObservationCache::getnextstring (char *buf) {
if (_reqfile) {
char databuf[_SAVEDATALENGTH + 1];
observation obs;

if (_reqfile.read (databuf, _SAVEDATALENGTH) != _SAVEDATALENGTH)
{
DEBUGLN ("getnextstring : fail to read. ");
_reqfile.close ();
if (openrequestfile () == RETERR) {
DEBUGLN ("getnextstring : fail to open next file. ");
return RETERR;
}
if
(_reqfile.read
_SAVEDATALENGTH) {

(databuf,

_SAVEDATALENGTH)

DEBUGLN ("getnextstring : fail to read again. ");
return RETERR;
}
}

databuf[_SAVEDATALENGTH] = '\0';
if (readone (databuf, &obs) == RETOK) {
if (obs._timedata > _until) {
_reqfile.close();
opencurrentfile ();
return RETERR;
}
return getobservationstring (buf, &obs);
} else {
DEBUGLN ("getnextstring : fail to getnextstring");
_reqfile.close ();
opencurrentfile ();
return RETERR;
}
} else if (_reqidx >= 0) {
if (_cache[_reqidx]._timedata > _until) {
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!=

_reqidx = -1;
return RETERR;
}

if (getobservationstring (buf, _cache + _reqidx) == RETOK) {
if (_cache[_reqidx]._timedata == _until) {
_reqidx = -1;
} else {
_NEXTINDEX (_reqidx);
}
return RETOK;
}
}
DEBUGLN ("getnextstring : the
request was already finished.");

request

was

not

opened

or

the

return RETERR;
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::getlast (char *buf) {
return getobservationstring (buf, _cache + _idx);
}

ret_t
ObservationCache::getobservationstring
pobs) {

(char

*buf,

pobservation

tmElements_t tm;
int n;
breakTime (pobs->_timedata, tm);

sprintf (buf, _FMTOGCDATA,
tm.Day, tm.Hour,

tmYearToCalendar(tm.Year),

tm.Month,

tm.Minute, tm.Second, _OGCARG(pobs->_temperature),
_OGCARG(pobs->_dewpoint),
>_radiation,
pobs->_israinfall,
>_winddir));

_OGCARG(pobs->_humidity),

_OGCARG(pobs->_windspeed),

return RETOK;
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pobs-

_OGCARG(pobs-

}

ret_t
ObservationCache::readone (char *buf, pobservation pobs) {
//*
sscanf (buf
>_timedata),

+

_SAVEDATELENGTH

+

&(pobs->_temperature),
>_humidity), &(pobs->_radiation),
&(pobs->_israinfall),
>_winddir));

1,

_FMTONLYSAVEDATA,

&(pobs-

&(pobs->_dewpoint),

&(pobs-

&(pobs->_windspeed),

&(pobs-

//*/

if ((pobs->_winddir = getwinddirection (buf + _WINDDIRPOS)) < 0) {
DEBUG ("wrong record : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
pobs->_winddir = 0;
return RETERR;
}
return RETOK;
}

byte
ObservationCache::getwinddirection (char *buf) {
byte i ;
for (i = 0; i < _WINDDIRSIZE; i++) {
if ((dirforfile[i][0] == buf[0])
&& (dirforfile[i][1] == buf[1])
&& (dirforfile[i][2] == buf[2]))
return i;
}
DEBUG ("fail to get wind direction : ");
DEBUGLN (buf);
return -1;
}
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Appendix B. Main Source Code of OFIS BEE
1. ofisbee.py
import sys
import os
import json
import time
import copy
import md5
import cPickle
from string import Template
import ofisb_routine
import ofisb_source
import ofisb_sink
import ofisb_subroutine
import ofisb_userdefined
from ofisb_logger import OFISBLogger, OFISBErrorCode

class ofisbee:
def loadconfig (self, fname):
fp = open (fname)
conf = json.load (fp)
fp.close ()

self.streams = []
for item in conf["streams"]:
self.streams.append (item)

return self.streams

def run (self, listfile, streamfile, verbose):
OFISBLogger.verbose = verbose
stream = OFISBStream ()

if streamfile is None:
self.loadconfig (listfile)
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else:
self.streams = [streamfile]

for sfile in self.streams:
stream.setstream (sfile)
OFISBLogger.log (stream.getstreamfile () + " starts.", 1)
stream.execute (None)
OFISBLogger.log (stream.getstreamfile () + " finished.", 1)

class OFISBRoutineRunner:
@staticmethod
def generate (name):
predefinedmap = {
"mysqlSource" : "ofisb_source",
"pgsqlSource" : "ofisb_source",
"httpSource" : "ofisb_source",
"serialSource" : "ofisb_source",
"modbusSource" : "ofisb_source",
"cacheSource" : "ofisb_source",
"mysqlSink" : "ofisb_sink",
"pgsqlSink" : "ofisb_sink",
"textSink" : "ofisb_sink",
"encodeProcessor" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"beauProcessor" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"xsltProcessor" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"xpathParser" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"cvsParser" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"dataDropper" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"dataChecker" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"snapshotCache" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"dataMapper" : "ofisb_subroutine",
"kvMapper" : "ofisb_subroutine"
}

if name in predefinedmap.keys ():
namespace = predefinedmap[name]
name = "OFISB" + name
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else:
namespace = "ofisb_userdefined"

try:
obj = getattr(__import__ (namespace), name) ()
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
obj = None
return obj

@staticmethod
def run (config, junk, pjunk):
if junk.getstatus() != OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE:
OFISBLogger.log ("The previous routine had an error. So " +
config["name"] + " routine was skipped.", 2);
return junk

if "name" not in config.keys ():
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NOROUTINE)
junk.setlastroutine ("Unknown routine")
OFISBLogger.jlog (junk)
return junk

if "skip" == config["name"]:
OFISBLogger.log ("A routine was skipped.", 2);
junk.setlastroutine ("Skip routine")
return junk

routine = OFISBRoutineRunner.generate (config["name"])
if routine == None:
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NOROUTINE)
junk.setlastroutine (config["name"])
return junk

if "args" in config.keys ():
args = config["args"]
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OFISBLogger.log ("arguments " + str(config["args"]) + " for " +
config["name"], 2);
else:
args = None
OFISBLogger.log ("no arguments for " + config["name"], 2);

if "error" in config.keys ():
error = config["error"]
OFISBLogger.vlog ("error config " + str(config["error"]) + "
for " + config["name"]);
else:
error = None
OFISBLogger.vlog ("no error config for " + config["name"]);

junk = routine.execute (args, junk, pjunk)
junk.setlastroutine (config["name"])
OFISBLogger.jlog (junk)
return junk

class OFISBStream:
def getnumber (self):
if self.vset is None:
return 1
else:
return len (self.vset)

def getstream (self, idx):
if self.vset is not None:
content = Template(self.content).substitute (self.vset[idx])
OFISBLogger.vlog
str(self.vset[idx]))

("variable

combination

else:
content = self.content
return json.loads (content)

def setstream (self, streamfile):
vstr, sstr = self.readstream (streamfile)
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:

"

+

self.setstreameach (streamfile, sstr, vstr)

def setstreameach (self, name, sjson, vjson):
self.streamfile = name
self.content = sjson
self.vcontent = vjson

if vjson == "":
self.vset = None
else:
sets = json.loads (vjson)
if "variableset" in sets.keys ():
self.vset = []
for aset in sets["variableset"]:
newset = self.getvset (aset)
self.vset.extend (newset)
elif "variables" in sets.keys ():
self.vset = self.getvset (sets["variables"])

def getstreamfile (self):
return self.streamfile

def readstream (self, streamfile):
vstr = ""
sstr = ""
isvar = False
fp = open (streamfile)
for line in fp:
if line[:10] == "#variables":
isvar = True
continue

if line[:7] == "#stream":
isvar = False
continue
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if isvar :
vstr += line
else:
sstr += line

fp.close ()

return vstr, sstr

def getvset (self, variables):
kset = []
vset = [[]]
for v in variables:
kset.append (v["name"])
if type([]) == type(v["value"]):
newvset = []
for tmp in v["value"]:
for tv in vset:
t = copy.deepcopy (tv)
t.append (tmp)
newvset.append (t)
vset = newvset
else:
if v["value"] == "now":
tmp = time.strftime(v["format"], time.localtime ())
elif v["value"] == "yesterday":
tmp = time.strftime(v["format"], time.localtime (time.time
() - 60*60*24))
elif v["value"] == "tomorrow":
tmp = time.strftime(v["format"], time.localtime (time.time
() + 60*60*24))
else:
tmp = v["value"]

for tv in vset:
tv.append (tmp)
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retset = []
for values in vset:
retset.append (dict(zip(kset, values)))
return retset

def execute (self, pjunk):
junk = ofisb_routine.OFISBJunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
for idx in range (self.getnumber ()):
stream = self.getstream (idx)

junk = self.executestream (stream, pjunk)
if junk.isok () == False:
break
return junk

def executestream (self, stream, pjunk):
if "source" not in stream.keys():
return None, OFIS

junk
=
OFISBRoutineRunner.run
(stream['source'],
ofisb_routine.OFISBJunk([], OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE), pjunk)

for j in range(len(stream['processors'])):
junk = OFISBRoutineRunner.run (stream['processors'][j], junk,
pjunk)

junk = OFISBRoutineRunner.run (stream['mapper'], junk, pjunk)
junk = OFISBRoutineRunner.run (stream['sink'], junk, pjunk)

return junk
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2. ofis_source.py
import time
import datetime
import sys
import MySQLdb
import MySQLdb.cursors
import ClientCookie
import libxml2
import libxslt
if sys.platform == "win32":
import bs4 as BeautifulSoup
else:
import BeautifulSoup
import psycopg2
import serial
import array
from ofisb_logger import OFISBLogger, OFISBErrorCode
import util.modbus
from ofisb_routine
OFISBCache

import

OFISBRoutine,

OFISBJunk,

OFISBSource,

class OFISBmysqlSource (OFISBSource):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
conn
=
MySQLdb.connect
(db=args['login']['dbname'],
user=args['login']['username'],
passwd=args['login']['password'],
host=args['login']['host'], cursorclass=MySQLdb.cursors.DictCursor)
cursor = conn.cursor()
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_CONNECTION)
try:
cursor.execute (time.strftime(self.args['dataaccess']['query'],
time.localtime()))
rows = cursor.fetchall ();
junk = self.makejunk (rows, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
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OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk = self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_COMMUNICATION)
finally:
cursor.close ()
conn.close ()
return junk

class OFISBpgsqlSource (OFISBSource):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
conn
=
psycopg2.connect
(dbname=args["login"]["dbname"],
host=args["login"]["host"],
user=args["login"]["username"],
password=args["login"]["password"])
cursor = conn.cursor ()
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_CONNECTION)

try:
cursor.execute (time.strftime(self.args['dataaccess']['query'],
time.localtime()))
rows = cursor.fetchall ();
junk = self.makejunk (rows, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
junk = self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_COMMUNICATION)
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
finally:
cursor.close ()
conn.commit ()
conn.close ()
return junk

class OFISBserialSource (OFISBSource):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
OFISBLogger.vlog ("serial source")
OFISBLogger.vlog ("port " + args["option"]["port"])
OFISBLogger.vlog ("baudrate " + str(args["option"]["baudrate"]))
OFISBLogger.vlog ("request " + str(args["request"]["content"]))
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try:
ser = serial.Serial (port = args["option"]["port"], baudrate =
args["option"]["baudrate"], timeout=3)
except:
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_CONNECTION)
try:
ser.write
args["request"]["content"]).tostring ())

(array.array('B',

data = []
while ser.readable ():
tmp = ser.read (ser.inWaiting ())
if len (tmp) == 0:
raise
data.extend (tmp)
if len (data) >= 20:
break
junk = self.makejunk (data, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk = self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_COMMUNICATION)
finally:
ser.close ()
return junk

class OFISBhttpSource (OFISBSource):
def getcontent (self, url, arg):
url = url + "?" + time.strftime (arg, time.localtime ())
request = ClientCookie.Request (url)
res = ClientCookie.urlopen (request)
content = res.read()

OFISBLogger.vlog ("http connect : " + url)
OFISBLogger.vlog (content)

return content
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def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
if "login" in args.keys():
try:
loginarg = args["login"]
url = loginarg["url"] + "?" + loginarg["args"]
request = ClientCookie.Request (url)
res = ClientCookie.urlopen (request)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_OPEN)

dataarg = args["dataaccess"]
try:
if type([]) == type(dataarg["args"]):
contents = []
for arg in dataarg["args"]:
contents.append ([self.getcontent (dataarg["url"], arg)])
else:
contents
dataarg["args"])]]

=

[[self.getcontent

(dataarg["url"],

except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_READ)
return self.makejunk (contents, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)

class OFISBcvsSource (OFISBSource):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
fp = open (self.args["dataaccess"]["filename"], "r")
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
return self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_OPEN)
try:
content = fp.readlines ()
junk = self.makejunk ([[content]], OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
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OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk = self.makejunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_READ)
finally:
fp.close ()
return junk

class OFISBcacheSource (OFISBSource):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
cache = OFISBCache ()
return cache.mergejunk (cache.loadcache (args['key']))
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3. ofis_sink.py
import time
import datetime
import sys
import MySQLdb
import MySQLdb.cursors
import ClientCookie
import libxml2
import libxslt
if sys.platform == "win32":
import bs4 as BeautifulSoup
else:
import BeautifulSoup
import psycopg2
from ofisb_logger import OFISBLogger, OFISBErrorCode
from ofisb_routine import OFISBRoutine, OFISBSink

class OFISBdbSink (OFISBSink):
def autoquery (self, table, header, row):
query = "insert into " + table + "(" + header[0]
for item in header[1:]:
query = query + "," + item
query = query + ") values ('" + str(row[0])
for item in row[1:]:
query = query + "', '" + str(item)
query = query + "')"
return query

def definedquery (self, queryfmt, header, row):
for i in range(len(header)):
queryfmt
str(row[i]))

=

queryfmt.replace

return queryfmt

class OFISBmysqlSink (OFISBdbSink):
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('%'

+

header[i]

+

'%',

def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
conn
=
MySQLdb.connect
(db=args['login']['dbname'],
user=args['login']['username'],
passwd=args['login']['password'],
host=args['login']['host'], cursorclass=MySQLdb.cursors.DictCursor)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setstatus (OFISBErrorCode.ERR_CONNECTION)
return junk

try:
cur = conn.cursor ()
if args["autoclear"] == "true":
cur.execute ("delete from " + args["table"]);
header = junk.getheader ()
data = junk.getdata ()
if args["autoquery"] == "true":
for row in data:
OFISBLogger.vlog

(self.autoquery

(args["table"],

header,

row))
cur.execute (self.autoquery (args["table"], header, row))
else:
for row in data:
OFISBLogger.vlog (self.definedquery (args["query"], header,
row))
cur.execute

(self.definedquery

(args["query"],

row))
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setstatus (OFISBErrorCode.ERR_SAVE)
cur.close ()
conn.rollback ()
else:
cur.close ()
conn.commit()
finally:
conn.close ()
return junk
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header,

class OFISBpgsqlSink (OFISBdbSink):
def autoquery (self, name, header, row):
query = "insert into " + name + "(\"" + header[0]
for item in header[1:]:
query = query + "\",\"" + item
query = query + "\") values ('" + str(row[0])
for item in row[1:]:
query = query + "', '" + str(item)
query = query + "')"
return query

def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
conn
=
psycopg2.connect
(dbname=args["login"]["dbname"],
host=args["login"]["host"],
user=args["login"]["username"],
password=args["login"]["password"])
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setstatus (OFISBErrorCode.ERR_CONNECTION)
return junk
try:
cur = conn.cursor ()
if args["autoclear"] == "true":
cur.execute ("delete from " + args["table"]);
header = junk.getheader ()
data = junk.getdata ()
if args["autoquery"] == "true":
for row in data:
OFISBLogger.vlog

(self.autoquery

(args["table"],

header,

row))
cur.execute (self.autoquery(args["table"], header, row))
else:
for row in data:
OFISBLogger.vlog (self.definedquery (args["query"], header,
row))
cur.execute

(self.definedquery
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(args["query"],

header,

row))
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setstatus (OFISBErrorCode.ERR_SAVE)
conn.rollback ()
else:
conn.commit ()
finally:
cur.close ()
conn.close ()
return junk

class OFISBhbaseSink (OFISBSink):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
print junk.getdata ()
return junk

class OFISBtextSink (OFISBSink):
def findheadorder (self, header, order):
headorder = []
for ord in order:
headorder.append (header.index(ord))
return headorder

def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
if args["append"] == "True":
fp = open (args["filename"], "a")
else:
fp = open (args["filename"], "w")

jheader = junk.getheader ()
data = junk.getdata ()

if "headorder" in args.keys():
header = args["headorder"]
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headorder = self.findheadorder (jheader, header)
else:
header = data["header"]
headorder = range(len(order))

if args["header"] == "True":
fp.write (args["delim"].join (header) + "\n")

if "headorder" in args.keys():
for row in data:
nrow = [row[i] for i in headorder]
fp.write (args["delim"].join (map(str, nrow)) + "\n")
else:
for row in data["data"]:
fp.write (args["delim"].join (map(str, row)) + "\n")

fp.close ()
return junk
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4. ofis_subroutine.py
import datetime
import time
import libxml2
import libxslt
import sys
if sys.platform == "win32":
import bs4 as BeautifulSoup
else:
import BeautifulSoup
from ofisb_logger import OFISBLogger, OFISBErrorCode
from ofisb_routine import OFISBRoutine, OFISBCache
import util.statistics as stat

class OFISBencodeProcessor (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
data = junk.getdata ()
for i in range(len(data)):
for j in range(len (data[i])):
tmp = data[i][j]
data[i][j] = unicode(tmp, args["encoding"]).encode('utf-8')
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
OFISBLogger.vlog ("encoding : " + tmp)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

class OFISBbeauProcessor (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
data = junk.getdata ()
for i in range(len(data)):
for j in range(len (data[i])):
tmp = data[i][j]
data[i][j] = str (BeautifulSoup.BeautifulSoup (tmp))
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except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
OFISBLogger.vlog ("beautifier : " + tmp)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

class OFISBxsltProcessor (OFISBRoutine):
def transform (self, args, data):
try:
styledoc = libxml2.parseFile(args["xsltfile"])
style = libxslt.parseStylesheetDoc(styledoc)
doc = libxml2.parseDoc (data)
doc = style.applyStylesheet(doc, None)
transformed = doc.serialize ()
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
transformed = None
finally:
style.freeStylesheet ()
doc.freeDoc ()
return transformed

def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
data = junk.getdata ()
for i in range(len(data)):
for j in range(len (data[i])):
tmp = data[i][j]
if tmp == "":
continue
ret = self.transform (args, tmp)
if ret is None:
raise Exception
data[i][j] = ret
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
OFISBLogger.vlog ("xsltProcessor : " + tmp)
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junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

class OFISBcvsParser (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
newdata = []
data = junk.getdata ()
for i in range(len(data)):
for j in range(len (data[i])):
tmp = data[i][j]
newdata.extend (self.parse (args, tmp))
junk.setjunk (newdata, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
OFISBLogger.vlog ("cvsParser. \n" + tmp)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

def parse (self, args, original):
i = 0
data = []
for line in original:
if i >= int (args["start"]):
row = line.split (args["seperator"])
data.append (row)
if int(args["end"]) > 0 and i > int(args["end"]):
break
i = i + 1
return data

class OFISBxpathParser (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
try:
newdata = []
data = junk.getdata ()
for i in range(len(data)):
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for j in range(len (data[i])):
tmp = data[i][j]
newdata.extend (self.parse (args, tmp))
junk.setjunk (newdata, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
OFISBLogger.vlog ("xmlParser. \n" + tmp)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

def parse (self, args, original):
data = []
doc = libxml2.parseDoc (original)
ctxt = doc.xpathNewContext ()
i = 0
noresult = False
while True:
if i >= int(args["start"]):
row = []
for j in range(len(args["xpaths"])):
txp = args["xpaths"][j]
try:
xp = txp % i
except:
xp = txp
res = ctxt.xpathEval (xp)
if j == 0 and len(res) == 0:
noresult = True
break
elif len(res) == 0:
row.append ("")
else:
row.append (res[0].content)
if noresult:
break
data.append(row)
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if int (args["end"]) > 0 and i > int (args["end"]):
break
i = i + 1

doc.freeDoc ()
ctxt.xpathFreeContext ()
return data

class OFISBdataMapper (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
original = junk.getdata ()
data = []

try:
keys = args.keys()
for row in original:
datum = []
for key in keys:
arg = args[key]
val = ""

if "value" in arg.keys ():
val = arg["value"]

if "index" in arg.keys ():
val = row[int(arg["index"])]
if val is None or val == "":
if "default" in arg.keys ():
val = arg["default"]
else:
val = ""
OFISBLogger.log ("Warning : There is no default value
at key : " + key + ", data : " + row, 2)

if "pattern" in arg.keys ():
if arg["type"] == "datetime":
tm = datetime.datetime.strptime (val, arg["pattern"])
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datum.append (tm.strftime ("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S"))
else:
OFISBLogger.log ("It's not a proper type " + key + " : "
+ val + " (type : " + arg["type"] + ")", 1)
else:
if arg["type"] == "string":
datum.append (val)
elif arg["type"] == "integer":
datum.append (int(val))
elif arg["type"] == "float":
datum.append (float(val))
else:
OFISBLogger.log ("It's not a proper type " + key + " : "
+ val + " (type : " + arg["type"] + ")", 1)

OFISBLogger.vlog (datum)
data.append (datum)
junk.setmappedjunk (keys, data, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk

class OFISBkvMapper (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
original = junk.getdata ()
data = []

try:
keys = args["key"].keys() + args["value"][0].keys()
for row in original:
for value in args["value"]:
datum = []
value.update (args["key"])
for key in keys:
arg = value[key]
val = ""
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if "value" in arg.keys ():
val = arg["value"]

if "index" in arg.keys ():
val = row[int(arg["index"])]
if val is None or val == "":
if "default" in arg.keys ():
val = arg["default"]
else:
val = ""
OFISBLogger.log ("Warning : There is no default value
at key : " + key + ", data : " + row, 2)

if "pattern" in arg.keys ():
if arg["type"] == "datetime":
tm = datetime.datetime.strptime (val, arg["pattern"])
datum.append (tm.strftime ("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S"))
else:
OFISBLogger.log ("It's not a proper type " + key + " :
" + val + " (type : " + arg["type"] + ")", 1)
else:
if arg["type"] == "string":
datum.append (val)
elif arg["type"] == "integer":
datum.append (int(val))
elif arg["type"] == "float":
datum.append (float(val))
else:
OFISBLogger.log ("It's not a proper type " + key + " :
" + val + " (type : " + arg["type"] + ")", 1)

OFISBLogger.vlog (datum)
data.append (datum)
junk.setmappedjunk (keys, data, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
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return junk

class OFISBRoutineWithOperator (OFISBRoutine):
def getop (self, opcode):
opmap = {
"in" : self.op_in,
"not in" : self.op_nin,
"=" : self.op_equal,
"!=" : self.op_nequal,
"<" : self.op_small,
"<=" : self.op_esmall,
">" : self.op_great,
">=" : self.op_egreat
}
try:
return opmap[opcode]
except:
return None

def op_in (self, data, oprand):
return data in oprand

def op_nin (self, data, oprand):
return data not in oprand

def op_equal (self, data, oprand):
return data == oprand

def op_nequal (self, data, oprand):
return data != oprand

def op_small (self, data, oprand):
return data < oprand

def op_esmall (self, data, oprand):
return data <= oprand
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def op_great (self, data, oprand):
return data > oprand

def op_egreat (self, data, oprand):
return data >= oprand

class OFISBdataDropper (OFISBRoutineWithOperator):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):

original = junk.getdata ()
data = []

try:
for row in original:
isok = True
for rule in args:
idx = int(rule["index"])
oprand = rule["operand"]
op = rule["operator"]
val = row[idx]

func = self.getop (op)
if func == None:
OFISBLogger.log (op + " is not a supported operator.", 1)
continue

if func(val, oprand):
isok = False
break
if isok:
data.append (row)
junk.setjunk (data, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
except Exception as e:
OFISBLogger.log (e, 1)
junk.setjunk (None, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_TRANSFORM)
return junk
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class OFISBsnapshotCache (OFISBRoutine):
def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
cache = OFISBCache ()
cache.savecache (args['key'], args['maxsize'], junk)
return junk

class OFISBdataChecker (OFISBRoutine):
def applyalgorithm (self, algorithm, col, data):
name = algorithm['name']
if 'args' in algorithm.keys ():
args = algorithm['args']
else:
args = None
checked = algorithm['checked']
algorithmmap = {
"all_same" : self.all_same,
"not_in_range" : self.not_in_range,
"big_change" : self.big_change
}
if algorithmmap[name](args, col, data):
return checked
return None

def execute (self, args, junk, pjunk):
data = junk.getdata ()
newdata = []
for item in args['items']:
col = item['column']
sid = item['id']
for aid in item['algorithms']:
algorithm = args['algorithms'][aid]
ret = self.applyalgorithm (algorithm, col, data)
if ret is not None:
newdata.append ([sid, ret])
junk.setjunk (newdata, OFISBErrorCode.ERR_NONE)
return junk
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def all_same (self, args, col, data):
prev = data[0][col]
for row in data[1:]:
if prev != row[col]:
return False
return True

def not_in_range (self, args, col, data):
if args['from'] <= data[-1][col] <= args['to']:
return False
return True

def big_change (self, args, col, data):
slopes = []
cur = data[-1][col]
n = len(data) - 1
for i in range(n):
slopes.append ((data[i][col] - cur) * 1.0 / (n - i))
avg = stat.mean (slopes)
std = stat.stdev (slopes, avg)
return False

if __name__ == "__main__":
dp = dataDropper ()
print
dp.execute
([{"index"
"operand":[3, 4]}, {"index" : 1,
[[1,2],[3,4],[5,6]])
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:
0,
"operator":"not
in",
"operator":"!=", "operand":4}],

개방형농장정보시스템(OFIS)을 위한
확장성있는 상호연동플랫폼의 개발

김 준 용

국문 초록

현대 농업에 있어 농업인은 이전보다 더 큰 경작지를 관리하고
있으며, 농산물의 인정성과 친환경성을 보장하기 위한 많은 문서작업을
하고 있다. 이는 작물 생산에 대한 가이드라인, 환경적 컴플라이언스,
GAP 표준 같은 제한이나 규정의 형태로 구체화되었다. 이러한 규정을
준수하기

위해서,

농업인은

올바른

판단을

하고

작물생산을

위한

활동들을 기록해야 할 필요가 있다. 농장관리정보시스템(FMIS)은 이러한
농장내에서 발생하는 여러 데이터들과 작업을 관리하는데 도움을 주기
위해 개발되어 왔다.
하지만 현재의 농장관리정보시스템은 몇 가지 이유로 널리 사용되기
힘든 상황에 처해있다. 대부분의 농장관리정보시스템은 특정 영역의
작업에 특화되어 (예를 들어 환경 모니터링, GIS 기반 수확량 모니터링,
영농일지기록 등) 농장관리 전반을 처리하기 어렵다. 또한, 이 시스템
들에서 사용되는 데이터의 형태 및 종류가 달라 각 시스템간 상호
연동이 잘 되지 않는다. 이외에도 PC기반의 시스템으로 농업인들에게
관리적 부담을 주고 있으며, 농장관리정보시스템 소프트웨어의 복잡성과
높은 가격 등도 농장관리정보시스템이 널리 사용되기 어려운 다른
이유가 된다.
이러한 문제를 해결하고자 본 연구에서는 확장성과 상호연동성을
갖는

농장관리정보시스템(FMIS)을

개방형농장정보시스템(OFIS)이라

개발하였다.

명명되었으며,
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해당
농업인에게

시스템은
자신의

농업정보를 정리할 수 있고 여러 공공기관 및 업체에서 제공하는
농업정보를 확인할 수 있는 가상의 사무실을 제공하는 것을 목적으로
하였다. 기술적으로는 농장 관리를 위한 통합 환경을 클라우드 기술을
기반으로 구현한 것이라고 할 수 있다. 이는 농장에서 활용되는 작은
임베디드

시스템에서부터

클라우드에

설치되는

농장관리시스템에

이르기까지 다양한 컴포넌트들로 구성되었다. 본 논문의 범위는 확장성
있는 OFIS의 구조적 모델을 제안하고, 상호연동성을 향상에 중요한
역할을 담당할 컴포넌트들을 구현하는 것이다.
이를 위해 2012년 시스템 개발과 전략수립을 위한 농업정보화 수준
평가 설문이 진행되었다. 설문결과 농업인은 전기를 아끼기 위해 혹은
의식하지

못한

상태로

농업정보관리시스템이

구동되고

있는

PC의

전원을 끄는 등 컴퓨터 관리에 있어 기술적인 어려움을 겪고 있었다.
이러한 설문의 결과를 기반으로 클라우드 컴퓨팅 기반의 개념적
구조와

기능적 구조가

정의되었다.

OFIS의

설계되었고,

OFIS

농장관리시스템은

클라우드

하나의

서비스 모델도

농가에 대한

정보를

하나의 가상머신에서 처리하도록 설계되었다. 이 특성 때문에 OFIS를
사용하는 농가수가 늘어나더라도 가상머신을 추가하는 형태로의 Scaleout 확장을 가능하게 하여 높은 확장성을 갖는다.
이 외에도 OFIS는 상호연동성을 높일 수 있는 세 가지 주요
컴포넌트들이

설계되어

개발되었다.

첫

번째

컴포넌트는

농장에서

발생하는 데이터를 인터넷을 통해 표준화된 방법으로 전송할 수 있는
임베디드

시스템이다.

다양한

표준이

검토되었고,

Open

Geospatial

Consortium (OGC)의 Sensor Observation Service (SOS)가 개발된 시스템에서
활용될 표준으로 선정되었다. 개발된 임베디드 시스템은 SOS의 세 가지
주요 작업을 – GetCapabilities, DescribeSensor, GetObservation – 웹서비스로
구현하였다. 구현된 장비는 9~12W 수준의 전력을 소모하였으며, 30개의
관측데이터를 1.27초 수준에서 처리할 수 있었다.
두 번째 컴포넌트는 OFIS로 데이터를 수집하거나 OFIS의 내부의
데이터를 외부와 공유할 수 있는 데이터 교환 플랫폼이다. 데이터 교환
플랫폼은

데이터

수집

서비스와

데이터

공유서비스의

두

가지로

구분된다. OFIS는 농장의 센서에서 수집되는 정보 이외에도 가격정보,
지역 기상정보, 작물 관리를 위한 가이드라인 같은 다양한 정보를
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필요로 한다. 이러한 정보는 다양한 OpenAPI 서비스를 통해서 얻어질
수 있다. 각 서비스들은 각각의 데이터 포멧과 전송 프로토콜을 가지고
있기 때문에, 일반화된 데이터 처리 모델을 필요로 한다. 네 가지
OpenAPI 서비스들이 선택되어 검토되었고, 그 외에도 다양한 데이터
소스의 가능성에 대한 검토가 이루어졌다. 이러한 검토결과를 기반으로
데이터 처리 모델이 정의되었고, 그 처리 모델에 맞추어 데이터 수집
서비스가 설계되어 개발되었다. 데이터 공유 서비스는 OFIS 내부에
저장된 정보를 외부와 공유할 수 있는 서비스이다. OFIS는 센서 정보,
농장 작업정보 등 다양한 정보를 저장하고 있는데, 이러한 정보 역시
외부와

공유되어야

할

필요성이

있다.

네

가지

데이터

그룹이

정의되었으며 RESTful 인터페이스가 설계되어 구현되었다. 평가를 위해
4가지 종류의 데이터 정합성 테스트가 수행되었으며, 오류는 발생하지
않았다.
마지막 컴포넌트는 OFIS 외부 서비스 환경이라고 할 수 있다.
앞에서도

언급했던

바와

같이

하나의

FMIS가

모든

기능을

다

구현하기란 어렵다. 따라서, 다른 시스템과 상호 연동이 가능할 수 있는
인터페이스를 구현하는 것이 중요하다. OFIS 외부 서비스란 OFIS 내부에
구현된 기능이 아닌 외부의 서비스 공급자에 의해서 개발된 서비스로
OFIS에 연동될 수 있는 서비스이다. 네 가지 종류의 외부 서비스
인터페이스 (data, model, view, application)가 정의되어 구현되었으며, 외부
서비스는 OFIS 서비스 카테고리를 통하여 OFIS와 상호연동이 가능하다.
OFIS는 가상머신을 기반으로 확장성 있도록 구성되었으며, 세 가지
주요 컴포넌트들을 통하여 상호연동성을 강화하였다. 이러한 설계는
기존의 PC 기반 서비스를 대체하고, 다른 농장관리정보시스템 혹은
다양한 농업정보서비스들과 연동될 수 있으며, 기존의 FMIS가 가지지
못했던 추가적인 기능들을 OFIS에서 활용 가능하게 만들어 줄 수 있다.
향후

개발될

농장관리정보시스템은

이러한

확장성과

상호연동성을

확보할 수 있는 방향으로 진화하여야 할 것이다.

주요어: 농장관리정보시스템, 농업정보시스템, 상호연동성, 클라우드 기술,
농업정보
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